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Waiting at the Station
Here I am waiting
at the station to see
my son again cause he
said he'd be here
when a guy waiting too
gave me a newspaper and on the front page it
said Steven Wood also known as Jr. was
killed on the train
today. I wept with
sorrow and woe all week.
I had only my wife to
love.
Steven Wood
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About This Anthology
The Writers in the Schools Program is now in its 31st year. The 2002-2003
school year was overseen by the late James Whitehead, led by co-directors
Tara Bray and Adam Clay, and staffed by graduate students in the Programs
in Creative Writing at the University of Arkansas. The WITS Program strives
to encourage students to use sensory details to transform their ideas into
well-crafted poetry and fiction.
The poems and short stories in this collection represent the work of students
in elementary, middle, and high schools all over the state of Arkansas, and
the work featured here is as varied as the students we worked with. It is
always difficult to decide which poems and short stories to feature in this
anthology.
WITS is grateful to all of the students we visited and for the teachers and
administrators that make this program possible. We also want to thank
everyone at the University of Arkansas who contributed time, effort, and
financial support to our effort, especially Chad Andrews for his help on
coundess levels. Thank you also to Printing Services.
To the best of our knowledge, this anthology consists entirely of student
work. Our editors do correct spelling and some grammatical errors, but no
other intentional changes have been made to the poems and stories in the
production of this anthology.
We invite you to read and enjoy the work of these Arkansas students. If you
have any questions or wish to know more about our program, please contact
us at (479)575-4301, e-mail us at: wits@cavern.uark.edu, or ·vislt our webpage
at http:/ /www.uark.edu/ -wits.
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Waiting At The Station is dedicated to the memory of James Whitehead.
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Arch Ford Co-Op
IJlumerville, AR
Faculty Contact: Polly Bakk.er
Visiting Writers: Rose Bunch, Hardin Young
Chris IJappas, and Cherri Randall
The Enormous Pants

Charlie Brown's Heaven
Charlie Brown's heaven
would be like
a cartoon.
A place where
Lucy never
takes away the football.
Where Linus and Lucy
are deeply in love
and where
the dirty boy
is always clean.
Where Snoopy
writes
epic novels
and is
always cool.
A place where
advice
is always free.
And where
the little red-headed girl
is in love
with Charlie Brown.

Chris McCiuey

They bag
they sag
they fall off.
You could fit a house in there
or maybe even
a nucrowave.
Belts have no use.
The pants are gargantuan.
It's a violation
of the dress code
and the fashion police are
on patrol.
Confiscated from you
and sent to the Salvation Army.
Now
A homeless family lives there
inside those enormous pants.

Leighann Dicks

Food Fight!
FOOD FIGHT someone yelled.
Tomatoes flew
Mashed potatoes fell.
Ketchup rained.
Popcorn chicken hailed.
I said we're hav-ing strange weather today.

Calli Morrison
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Daddy's Girl
Mommy says I'm a daddy's girl,
and I'd have to agree,
he has always been my best friend,
and spends coundess hours with me.

Subway
But now he's gone,
for I don't know how long,
but Mommy says he's coming back,
he's gone to serve the land of the free
in some place called Iraq.

Many come into my home.
I don't care.
I sleep on the couch,
they don't care.
My home is a tin can
always being kicked.
The walls are rusted,
on the outside.
The trash goes from the front to the back,
its break are the people's feet
with shoes so suave.
My home stops every ten minutes.
I have new guests each stop.
The inside of my house is lined with maps,
of the city usually.
And over here is the poster for that play on Broadway.
"The Lion King"
What with its orange background and black silhouette.
I sit in the comer,
a sliding door with two glass windows.
The poles here are grabbed by many,
and my seats of cheap velvet.
The view outside the window goes from wall to black.
And the light that says where we stop next,
never dims.
I live under the city,
and the city lives above me.

Today some man came to the door,
in a dark blue uruform.
Then Mommy started to cry,
I didn't understand what for.
Did my only Daddy die?
She came to me with hurt in her face,
with a blank and sorrowful stare
"Daddy's gone to a better place
but someday you'll see hLm there."

Erin Courtway

Food Fight!
It was the ultimate batde.
Two powers of the feast.
Pizzas vs. Cheeseburgers.
It was a massacre of meat and sauce.
Pepperoni and buns used as shields.
Forks and knifes use as swords.
Massive 1t was.
But in the end, only one could dominate.
General P Hut stood above the rest.
Upon a hill of cheesburgers he stood.
Pizza had won.

Gregory S leetas

Garion O'Neal
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Jordan Clone

Funny how older people look like younger people
I know, seems and sounds like a clone ...
lots of people around, smelling like the teenagers that
they are ...
makes me wonder,
1f even not in relation,
1f all the rest ...
even me?
Have an older lookalike,
Kmda' creepy if put in perspective,
Hits me hard 1n the gut to see that,
To feel like,
Maybe I'm not the only one that's me.

Elliott Cotten

At Home
Cougar:
As sleek as rain on a tin roof.
As beautiful as a coastal sunset.
As fast as a falcon on wing.
As strong as a northern wind.
The smell of nature without the
impurities of human negligence
all around him. He feels at
home in the wood so smoothly;
He is like a river knowing its path
Flowing through the woods
What would I do to be like him-Free as the wind.

Forgotten Friend
Tony Morando
Why am I forgotten? No one knows

I'm here. She used to be my friend,
now she acts like she doesn't care. A figment
of your ima.gmation, her mother used
to say and she'd send her to her room
and tell her not to play. But now
I guess she's grown older and stopped
playing childish games, but she never
thinks about me and I don't think she
remembers my name. Now I'm
lonely and fnendless and I think
she 1s too, but 1f she only remembered
the words that I said to her while she
was young: "I'll always be with you."

Kiera Ester
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Corn
Headless Horseman
I lay on the ground
like a rock
people eat some of us
and turkeys too
I wish I had legs
so I could run and hide
my grandma always tells me
stories back from her days
I like to listen
to all of them
even though
some are boring
but I am glad
when they are over
one day a turkey
ate my grandpa
I can't tell you
much about him
because I really miss him
and sometimes I cry
because I was there
with him that day
And now I think
I should have went
along with him
My mom escaped
because the pot
tipped a little
and a few
of us fell out.
Whoa!
I just got caught by a turkey
Eeek! Help! Mom save me before ...

Sarah Jones

Day after day choppmg off heads
awaking in my grave
by the person who controls me
pulling out my btg heavy sword
scaring people
being mean, killing people.
You just try to be me.
I dare you
and I can't die and stay dead
until my head is returned
by the person who controls me.
Try to be me: I dare you.

Chris Calhoun

In a Bird's World
I am a bird soaring high
Seeing things so magnificent
I fly over the open oceans
Feeling the chilly mists and breezes
When I fly I look at the pale blue sky
Welcoming me forever. I swoop down to eat a fish
Tasting its salty goodness. I wonder where the sky
Will lead me, and what surprises come with 1t.

Kanesha Dtry
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Augusta Elementary
Augusta, AR
Faculty Contact: John James
Visiting Writers: Shannon Jonas and Nic Pizzolatto
Grandma's Feet
Thunder crashes loudly and roars
Perfume smells like purple roses and
Tastes nasty like onions
Ice cubes freeze as they spit words
Up and down
Spitting words all across town
The freakish old lady watched the
Purple cat
The cat chased the walking book
Over to the crayon box with
Feet
When they saw your grandma's feet
They ran to hide up a tree.

The Storm!
The thunder crashed down
The lightning bounced through the sky
Rain spit down on me
Soon it turned to a very ugly storm
I went in the yard became
An enormous and wide lake puddle.
I then went to bed
I woke up and it was gross
A nasty cow manure was in my
Yard and it was purple.

Gina Smith

Danielle

Untided
Lucy Combs and Chad Holt are husband and wife. They can't decide how big a piece of
cake they want. They are gomg to cut the cake in half. Chad nor Lucy have any knives so
Chad goes to his shed. He finds a saw. Chad brings the saw to the kitchen and tries to cut
the cake. Lucy thinks Chad is weird to cut a cake with a saw. Chad likes Lucy because she is
nice to him. All of a sudden, someone knocked on the door and answered it. It was Little
Bill. Little Bill was Lucy's dad. Little Bill told Lucy that he had good news. Little Bill had
come from his factory. Little Bill told Lucy that he had been digging in the ground and
found over a million gold coins in the ground. Lucy was so happy that she wet herself. She
told Chad that she wanted a divorce but didn't tell Chad about the gold coins. Lucy didn't
love Chad like he had loved her. Chad started to cry, he was so sad.

KtLsey Fortune
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KingTut
King Tut is Tutty's dad that has been dead for 200 years and has risen to brainwash his daughter
and take her back to the grave with him because she rose years ago and has lived on earth for six
years. On his journey to find Tutty, he sees himself on a camera that is linked to the 1V and he
looks funny. He continues his journey to New York. He finds Tutty and tells her she has to p1ck a
king to sit Wlth her on the throne as lang and queen. Because if she did not the dead palace
would fall and all the dead spirits would take over the world. All humanity would cease to exist.

Daniel Herndon

My Augusta

No Title

The water in Augusta is dirty out
Of the faucet only in the night the
Water is clean sometimes. When you
Go outside something bad always
Happens to you or someone else.
The most important thing to
Do in Augusta is to stick together.

There was a little woman
Her yell like thunder her vmce
Like a crow her perfume like rotten
Manure she could spit as well as
Any man boy do men regret 1t
For their wives still copy it

JeremJ'

Maurice

Augusta Rap
Augusta is a wonderful place to live sometimes
We go down to the river and have a little swim
Sometimes we swim even when it's dim in
The morning when I wake up I see my dad drinking out his coffee cup my dad
Says hey get out the bed we gotta go to the river and have
A little swim after we get out I was really
Hot but when I got home I had to clean
Out dad's coffee pot. So now I'm telling you
How Augusta is like we wake up in the morning
Have a litde bite

Micah
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Augusta Elementary Return Trip
Augusta, AR
I•aculty Contact: John James
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Marissa F,ugate
How to Dance
First you come to my house--it is the second gym on the right
Second you bring music--the 50 cent CD and CD player
Third you bring some band aids--any kind
Fourth you bring your own food because I have no food at the gym, only drinks
Fifd1 you bring your own chair because I have my own
Sixth you may not have air conditioning
But I do to keep you cool while you are dancing.

Krista Robinson

Kissing

I would like to get a girlfriend and raise
a python. I would get a girl that likes
snakes. I would bring her to my house and
let her feed the python. It won't bite
her but anyone who messes with her.
I would go over to her house to study.

One day a boy was driving his car and
He saw a pretty girl. She was pretty
Pretty ugly. The boy asked her what's
Your name she said Ugly Girl he said
What an ugly name, he said. He
asked what's your home number?
She said I don't have one. He said I'll
be at your house at 4:30 in the evening.
When he got there she kissed him. Her
daddy saw them kiss and he said
about time you ugly Girl.

Chris Harrell

Maurice Alexander

Untitled
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Hawaii
Dear Mom,
I am in Hawaii and the sun is like opening an egg first thing in the morning. The stars are like big flashes of a camera. The crickets sound like
the waves on a beach. The air smells like you have just finished your garden and the honeysuckles taste like the sweet taste that comes from
French toast.

Micah Ashby

When Ants Attack

BBs like fuzzy hair
No hair
Rolled up
No brush around
Messed up
Falling out
Stanking

The ferocious ants come towards
the food filled basket as they
march steadily conung down
the dirt drowning path.
The leader ant says "move
in" to his starving troops as they
approach the basket. As
they leave, the boy says bye
in a furious way, d1e ptcruc
is over for another day.

Demarcus

Matthew

BBs

Best Called Poem
Lost in space is really not fun. Space would be scary and no space to play. It would be hot it
would be cold I wonder how it would be. No cries like trees and no hornets to sting. Lost in
space could really mean a lot. Joys are like lips and tomorrow is another day. Ants are bad because
they tumble and bumble everywhere around. Children eat peaches and bald men eat oranges. Lips
are like time and hornets like to cry. Lost in space could really be fun.

Crystal Clemons
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Bauxite Junior High And High School
Bauxite, AR
I~aculty Contact: Laura James
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle ldlet
Out of Naked Drive
The lights of the sun flashed in the oak.
In a desperation of insanity
The legs throbbed, weary of the dark Himalayas.
Tugg came from me in hard silent motions within
sttcky goo slime.
Rip kracke pop out came myself to the ground.

Ironic Fear
I was riding down the street and
I noticed behind me an old beat
up truck.
I stopped to let him go by but
he stopped too. If I went faster
he went faster. The wind was
blowing towards me so I was riding
Into the sand. I couldn't go fast.
Finally he started getting closer.
An oak tree limb hit in front of
me causing me to wreck.
My leg was wrapped up in my
bike to where I couldn't move
and I couldn't reach to untangle
my leg with the bike. My heart
was racing as I struggled to
unhook my leg. He pulled up
beside me and opened the door.
It was my uncle sent by my
mom to look for me in his
new, old beat up truck.

Arlie Bradberry

My Day
School in geography class having to listen to
the teach talk about a geography lesson
the dog chomps my homework
chomped on the grass
the clear white cool water
"was the dishes"

Robert &mel/

Ano'!)'mous
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July Midday, Thailand
Bodtes passing by hke
a waYe flov..mg from the store
some turning and bringing
others back, the smell
of herbs dnfts through
the air and resides like
uncared for children findtng
theu secunucs lll my belllg
foreign words floating
mto my ears as
tf they ltved on the
breeze and the beat of
the da) and the July
sun beat and kneeds the
people into deltYerance
givmg them all a resdess
tinge and as the sun
sets and the breeze blows
the villages turn to
silence and sleep once

August, Morning, Hollywood
Bright
warm
swunm.lllg
waterparks
slides
birds
clouds
foam of waves
laughter
trees
beautiful
sand
dogs
lots of people
glistening
darkblue

H alty Duncan

agam.

Ano'!Jmous

June Everung Rome, Italy
The Slgtl of the sparklmg marble of the light hitting the colliseum. The
crowd watching lions fight the men. The cheers and boos when the beasdy
man WlllS the fight. The marketplace crowded before the light of day is
gone to feed theu families. The marclung of the soldiers as they prepare
for war. The glistening sparkled reflection of light off their helmets.

Brat!J Baker
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Benton County Juvenile Detention Center
Bent<)nville, AR
Primary Contact: l(aren Clarl{

Visiting Writers: Adam Clay and Matt Henriksen

Panic
I order a drink. I feel it looking
at me The straw like an eye But I
Drink it anyway I feel my lungs freeze
But I keep it a flow for that is
The drink I ordered

Untitled

Bii!J

There is a smell of burnt marshmallows
Like a cloud of fumes in the night.
It was highly horrifying.

Josh

The Chase
A wet limb brushes gently across my arm
A tree top silhouettes in the moon as shapely as an urn
The wind whispers a sweet song as it passes through many branches
All is quiet, for even the birds are asleep guarding their precious eggs
My skin crawls as the cool night air's touch, a sign winter is coming
I can't stop to rest or break, in fear of the killer machine!

Garrett
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That Person
When he stopped on the
Sidewalk he hit lus knees.
He tried to avoid the
sting that comes from that
knee Then he plugged up
His ears but he could still
Hear. Then the word shpped that
Got him m trouble. He
Tried to avmd 1t but it
Was still there.

The Factory That Smelled
I crossed the bridge
To the factory
You can smell the stench in the air
It smelt like a burning skillet
They made things like Gain
The factory made fabric
The smell would make you melt.

Bilfy

Shane

My Late Night Walk Through Town
A cat crosses the cobble-stone bridge
I can smell the works of the factory
Crows circle around the midnight air
As I cross the road I smell food from a skillet
I run my hand along a door and feel the grain
My clothes are dirty and of cheap fabric
Inside my hand my candy melts.

Mallory
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C.B. Partee Elementary
Brinkley, AR
Faculty Contact: Jane Oltmann
Visiting Writers: Elizabeth Bryer and Starla Wallick

Noodles
Spring

I wove myself of many del.tcious strands
of noodles 1n spirals.
They are made of warm milk
Up then it sprouts
like the falling of snow
we serve on china.

Another sunset of scrambled eggs
cooking on the stove
a blade of grass sprouting
from the ground as the bugs
spiral down it, the feel
of the wetness of the ground
after the winter snow the
plates moving in the
china cabinet as we dust
them, and the tiredness of
the cows after we milk them
Caretta lfjmne

They'll Never Make a Movie Starring Me
They'll never make a movie starring me because they are so emptyheaded.
They'll never make a movie starring me because my fingertips are so full of mud.
They never had a ring with a glass diamond like me on my finger.
That 1s why they'll never make a movie starring me.

Valessa Smzth
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It Runs in the Family
I inherited things from my dad,
the way we chew,
with our mouth full of food.
My dad and I like stormy weather,
looking at the gray blanket,
covering the sky.
My mom and I both love chili,
when she went into labor Wlth me,
she was eating a bowl of 1t.
My mom and I also have the same s1ght,
both of us,
blind as bats,
although we can't see very good at night.

I'll Never
I love her
butohh
how she gets on my nerves
the way she
irons my pants
with the crease
right down the middle
the way she chomps
on a carrot
like it was a chocolate bar
ohh I'll never
do that
or
the way she sings off tune
to the music
In the car
If I ever do that I promise
I'll buy my kid some ear plugs

Mallory Vinson

Chancey Tucker

My House
Big trucks passing by
The wind blowing in my
Face as they pass
24-7. My house is like an old man.
Barely moving
along slowly walking each day.
Almost as if it weren't
moving at all.
Ric~·

S neilgrove
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Central Elementary
Cabot, AR
r~aculty Contact: Leara Beth Cartnical
Visiting Writers: Starla Wallick and Tara Bray
Scorpions
Grand scorpions, the ones
sparkle off the sun in the
bone dry dessert. The way
they use their dagger claws like
a knife cutting bread.
They weave their bodies back
and forth as if they tried
to climb a quicksand pit.
Scorpions, tremendous creatures that
just about everyone hates.

On the streets of Hollywood
On the streets of Hollywood
the place I'd rather be
the s1dewalks are crowded
wtth the kings and queens
of acting. The streets shimmer
like water in a pond. Hollywood
doesn't just sit around in the living room
watching
tv, 1t looks for adventure.
It chmbs up the curves
of pines. It buzzes across
tumbleweed patches. It's pure
excitement to see the wmdows
shatter when mov1es are
made. Oh Hollywood I W1Sh
I were there!

Bnana Barrentine

Cole Nicholson

Riller
Riller, I think about
hawks soaring in the wind and sparrows
perched on shining skulls and palm trees
crashing and crunching, woodpeckers crunching
burned black bones. Tight fingernails burn
at dusk. Fireflies curl up like a ball of
light.

Brandon Rodgers
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Flower Garden
In my flower garden all shades mix to form crimson.
Such beautiful shades of infrared, magenta, and gold
are made up of tulips, always growing,
sunflowers, always showing off
ill the bright scarlet sun,
amber flowers, luding in a corne.r,
dandelions, bright as lemons
hidden among daffodils,
cherry trees, bountiful of fruit
This is my crimson flower garden.

Ink

Meghan McFadden

Ink runs from the corners of my mouth
as I dash a stmple word
on this incomplete
poem. My body shakes
w1th fur) as poetry
creeps ill my bones.
As my pencll flares
W1th sparks ghmmenng,
as my pencil smears.
Wtth a sunple smear,
the hot
rod flickers
when it starts to fade
with the flare gone out.
It lS gone ''llth the flicker.

A Girl at Ten
A gt.rl at ten is simple
as eating cheese. A girl
at ten is like a creek
flowing as gentle as a little baby sleeping
for two thousand hours. A girl at
ten lS like a trumpet blowing
as soft as paper hitting
the ground.

Susan Pitchford

Chelsry Sears
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Cherokee Elementary
Hardy, AR
Faculty Contact: Mrs. Webb
Visiting Writers: Marissa Fugate and Adam Prince
Mars

On Mars blue Eskimos fish
For polar bear fish under the starry
Sky the great craters grow penny
trees and this penny has Bill
Clinton on them as the white
Monkeys with blue dots and teeth
The size of tigers hunt down
Big fat blue Eskimos and
When the planet turns upside down
They all fall off.

Lucas Collins

Sad
Sad is like a cloudy day
When it rains and rains. Sad is
Like saw dust in your shoe
When it pokes and pokes your
foot. Sad is like a spider drowning
in the drainpipe.

Anger
I will be mad.
Because you broke my bike.
Killed my frog.
Stomped my toe.
Hurt my hamster.
Broke my window.
Punched me in the stomach.
Kicked me in the face.
Stole my toys.
Stole my money.
Broke my friend's glasses.
And ripped the first book I ever wrote.
And made me write this poem.

Jeffrey Johnson

Austin McCord
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Doctor Cube
Doctor Cube 1s a Doctor who is no ordinary
Doctor he sets on the Patients as he works on them
He is also 301 years Old. He has a mustache
30 mches long. He has
an office and waits for
panents to come in. When they
do be does something bad he
sucks his band into
their mouths and pulls their tongues off.
Doctor Cube
is not a gende doctor.
Wh) just the other day
Someone was choking so he
Jumped off a diving board and
Landed a cannon ball on
Theu stomach and what
The person was choking
On was notlung but a
Gag.

Depressed
There was sheer darkness
Towards the WUldow. The whole
Place was as sad and droopy as
Soot just slowly droppmg on the
Floor. The dram p1pe slowly
Leaked and I could hear it while
It was singing its sad and gloomy
Song. They rarely had any light
In the house J!S if I was in
A pitch dark chamber JUSt
Waiting to get food and water.
While I walked down the
Creaking stairs I saw someone
Standing there needmg help. He
Looked hke a patient old person.
He had gray hair and dark eyes.
He muttered something except
It was as qwet as a mouse to
Where I couldn't hear him.

Chance Bailey

Nathan Ellis

Silly
Silly is like a girl in a red
And yellow polka dot dress dancing 1n
The street or doing the hokey
Pokey in the middle of Wal-Mart
Or leaping into a pool
Wtth no water or
Putting a lamp into orbit or leapmg into
The sky and falling fast asleep.

Samuel Donellan
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Coleman Elementary
Pine Bluff, AR
l=4aculty Contact: Peggy Browning
Visiting Writers: Alan Ackmann, Gabrielle Idlet,
Elizabeth Bryer, and Lesley Thacker
New York
Chicago likes to shoot people
Hate educational 1V
It dreams being gangster
It smells like a million dollars
It tastes like cookie dough
It sound like rap music
Afraid of the police

Germaine

Animals in a Jungle
I was in a jungle
I heard a jaguar with yellow fur and
straight whiskers.
I've seen tigers with orange and black
stripes. I smelled
fresh roses in a bush. The bears
were fighting over
their brown cubs.

Kai/a Parker

My Baby Sister
She feels very tender and soft
When I see her my mouth
feels sweet. She looks like a little angel.
She smells
like dirty diapers and is
also very bad.
Sam Monk
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Heat
Love Smells Like Gross Stuff

Anger is
Just like me and Mike Tyson going the
Distance and I
TKO him in the
Last round that's
how it feels
that how she
did me
anger is in me hated
and pain
I try to release
it like something
broken away from except for the TKO
He gets
up before the count
he gets up and takes me
out
and am left
with nothing anger
how can I
treat it
how can I
find the
source?

Love smells like
dirty socks 1t looks
like slimy fish 1t
tastes like dirty
garbage it
feels like grime at
the bottom of a trashcan.

Natalie Claussen

Tyler Benson

Puppy Made of Sugar
A puppy made of sugar was
eating a strawberry smelling cookie and put the rest on a warm soft bagel
Sara Holiday lf/atson
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East Junior High
Crittenden Arts Council
West Memphis, AR
Executive Director: Janine B. Earney
Visiting Writers: Marissa Fugate and Raina Smith
I Wave to You
I wave to you. I see an image of something
golden and beautiful, but it is always run
away by the darkness. I'm one of Mother
Nature's children. I wave to you.
On days I am happy, I'm geode and calm.
When rage over-powers me I could knock over
a building, but ... I wave to you. I wave to you.
Up and down, back and forth, I wave to you.

Sunset
Wearing a yellow dress
the feel of it is like hell if
you've been there.
The sound is like the angels singing
a song called Oh Sweet Heaven.
The smell is like the smell
of the soap called dove.
It tastes like my brother's dirty t-shirt.
It feels as though you can't even feel it.

Jasmine Flowers

Laetta Price

Stars
The stars sparkle like a woman wearing glitter,
like a rich woman's diamond earrings.
Like a pearl coming out of an oyster for the first time.

](jmber!J Robertson
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Ocean
The ocean is like a snake. It comes to build
and to kill.
When the humans have loud music playing
I am reminded of how low and high the ocean is.
It's the color of her contacts,
the opposite of snow

Fear

the sound of a bird song to the lion's roar.

Giving love and not gettmg it back.
The end of the world.
Giving birth to a duld.

Ina Brown

Alicia Brown

Appleday
This morning I ate an apple while watching the amazing fruit dance in my imagination.
My house is like a casde and the cats are like crocodiles in a moat.
My cousin Prince and I are playing golf.
I finally free the dove from its cage.
Prince eats an unripe apple and gets sick.

Ina Brown
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Forrest City High School
Crittenden Arts Council
I~orrest City, AR
Executive Director: Janine B. Earney
Visiting Writers: Sandy Longh<)rn and Farida Abla

Nomad Exquisite
What is a nomad exquisite?
Maybe a cold unbearable thing.
Or a JOurney through immeasurable snow,
far past blowing autumn's leaves.
Does it feel like bones,
sphtting by a stare.
Could it be like summer,
a crue~ but honest glare.

What To Do?
In these days in time you come to roads
that you have to cross.
Will the right choice jump out at you
and be visible like red flowers?
Or will you make the wrong choice that will
make you and others crushed?

Kevin Peacock

Marsha James

Farewell to Florida
like the cutting of a knife's edge,
breakmg at the bone.
the cruel beauty of leaving something unbearable,
the splitting fact that doesn't measure the cost,
the honesty that's coming, but not what you arranged,
time has secredy come, and this rime the flaked blossoms
that I once desired are desperately gone forever.

Casey L Qua/Is
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The Tennessee Wolf
The wolf was as black as a night in Tennessee.
The wide, yellow house it lived in.
He dreams of bones on a silver plate.
It walks as a heart's beat and sleeps like the dead.
As I saw him, he spoke to me and said, "This Sunday, I'll go west."
It wore a piece of purple cloth on its skin.
It thought of other wolves as dry and empty.
This wolf was like a splintery flame that lived that one night.

]ory Nosier

Very Unusual
It was the first day of Fall

all the leaves were yellow
The trees looked like they were burned
and also the grass 111 the field

Mourning for Peace

I saw this very unusual woman
she dressed like 1t was June
Her face looked like it was slippery
and she had no tongue.

It's cold in here
Hands are of ice
beasts stamping wildly through my chest
I've left the flames my eyes gazed upon
In a flash of reflections
I can hear the laughter
but also the pain
my soul dangles among the stones
as I helplessly see the approval of death
A warmth comes upon me as I think of Rebecca
even though she moves freely as the wind
I know we'll meet again

Terrence Ware

Kyle Ervin
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Hughes High School
Crittenden Arts Council
Hughes, AR
Executive Director: Janine B. Earney

Visiting Writers: Sandy I_Jonghorn and Farida Abla

The Pencil Under the Sea

Moon

The narrow pencil is made
The moon rejuvenates itself
of yellow wood.
The moon hides in darkness
It dreams of becoming
The moon is a shoulder to the watcher
a flower with wings.
Clouds hit the moon
It lives in the brilliantly
Does the moon compose for angels
colored ocean next to a squid and some seaweed.
The moon is a memory of the Sahara
A butterfly comes down in
Avalanches run the moon
a machine and says "You
The moon is a pillowcase for the earth
have wonderful coloration."
Bones make up the moon
Then the pencil answers by saying
Driftwood drifts across the moon
"You are lovelier than a tulip."
The pencil feels like a grain
Taylor Reece
of salt in a huge bowl.
It thinks the eagle is too
solemn like a decoration that
is out of date.
The oar-like pencil is
made of sun-like colored wood.
Beyond the Mangrove
Dustin Laws
Beyond the scary mangrove
There are large monstrous flamingos
That watch
Over the grass
With their bloody eyes
On the water
Waiting for a splash
When there is a splash they begin to sing

Deanna Ware
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Untided

In My Memory That Evening
In my laboratory I test weird objects
in my eyes I imagine
what the objects may be
not knowing what the future holds
outside my window in the clouds
a black bat flies
These white objects have
an odd odor as I
hear the stone footsteps coming
my way I breathe through my teeth
As I leave through the
seashell door
an angel flies by
and all my dreams
are on my tongue
When I appear outside
I look into the sky
it looks as red as blood
words cannot explain
the memory that lies
in my mind
as the wind shifted
and bones appeared
at my feet.

Adrain Richards

In your next letter I wish you'd say how
you are doing or what you've been doing
Have you been singing with the birds
Have you been sleeping under the moon
Have you been walking on waters that glisten and sparkle
Maybe you're just sleeping in your living room
I imagine you playing in the cold
winter snow in the
middle of the desert with the sunlight shining down
I also sometimes imagine you walking on the clouds
In your next letter I wish you would say these
things so that I can be proud.

Casey Rosh

Blue Flowers Dreaming in the Night
Incredibly beautiful blue flowers with small eyes
Dream of large fish floaung on the glowing moon
At their incredible home that's like a magical palace
The sad fish said "I would like big blisters with eggs."
The blue flowers walked quickly to pick walnuts and com
The blue flowers were like big spoons cutnng into candles
Blue flowers think the river is like a large gallow
Waving into the dark night
Blue flowers think the large walnut tree 1s like
A vicious knight lurking in the night

Deanna Ware
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West Junior High
Crittenden Arts Council
West Memphis, AR
Executive Director: Janine B. Earney
Visiting Writers: Tara Bray and Lesley Thacker
The Field
The field JUSt sits there wa1ting on me and my brother,
Watting for us to come ridmg onto the landscape,
Our motor the only sound for miles,
Jumping hills and dodging sqwrrels,
The perfect picture for a kid,
R.lchng on a dirtbike,
Forgetting about the troubles in the world,
Just haYmg your own personal party,
Running over stalks and doing tricks,
Steadily racing to see who is the fastest.
The field lS like a safehouse,
Keeping us from trouble and letting us have fun,

Ode to Spiders
Spiders are like small cranes.
Their webs are made of crystal strings.
They stand out like a great painting
amongst the forest.
The are a respected creature. I stand
in awe when they spin their webs.
They hang on as though they are proud men.

Craig Wheat

W1th such enormous sized hills,
Waiting for us to jump them,
But when the sun starts to set,
We must go, But we all know,
The field can't Walt until tomorrow.

Steve Wilbanks

Booger Buddy
A booger is a worthy buddy. He is there for you when you're bored or hungry.
And how beautiful he looks when he glimmers in the sun.
When he looks at you and your teeth chatter,
you know this is your perfect booger buddy.
What a jolt goes through your body when you finally find him.
And while you are s1tting alone with your booger buddy,
the greedy world and an ocean of troubles are washed away.

David Closs
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Jacket
The jacket that zips.
A jacket that twists.
The damp jacket in the rain.
The jacket forgetting its purpose.
The sinking jacket in the closet.
The jacket left on the tram.
The jacket that's splitting on the inside.
The jacket that collects rust from the pole.
The jacket left in the field.
The jacket with the distant pulse.
The jacket hearing the broken silence.
The jacket that greets the chilly children.
The jacket that ts cnsp.
The jacket that now feels new.

Meat and Potatoes
He needed to feed the hunger in his eyes.
The cold cereal from breakfast swirled
with the greasy gravy in the black polished dish.
For some reason he could not swallow.

Danna Maaztah

Laura Blackman

The Moon
The moon comes up to watch over the land when the sun goes to sleep.
The moon is the world's flashlight
that brightens the night sky.
The moon sometimes smiles at everyone like the Cheshire Cat.
The moon is sometimes too full to bring comfort.
The moon is sometimes gone, so it may get some rest.
The moon always returns through
to hang out with the stars
and look over all the sweet dreamers.

Courlney Rogers
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West Junior High Return Trip
Crittenden Arts Council
West Men1phis, AR
l~xecutive Director: Janine B. f~arney
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampczzan and Gabrielle Idlet

Leftover Dishes
After a night asleep I take a trip to the kitchen
I look in the dtshwasher for a glass
The smell of rotten chicken liver with buttermilk fills the air.
What a sensation.
I had to take a deep breath to fulfill this moment
It is so marvelous it makes you want to slap your momma
But I have not got to the good part.
Washing them.

Freedom
Love sweet
Apple pie with
Real apples smell
Wet grass with
Real onion smell
Sun is Hot feel
Cold lemonade
With ice hear the C
D player with lots of bass

Trent I.ittft;ohn

Gamon Love

From My Point of View
At zero I kicked every ten minutes. At 13 walking to the park smelling bar-b-cue. At 29 I imagine
JUSt probably getting out of college for being an OBGYN. At the age of 45 I could imagine me with
3 kids and 2 dtfferent daddies. At 70 I can't imagine myself being dead, but alive running.

Ashley Prewitt
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Handicap ed Girl in the Bog
Being handicapped wouldn't be bad
Except for the fact it makes me sad
There 1s a problem because I cannot run
But even though I can have some fun
I have to sit and play in my chair
I dress and play wtth my bear
It is not much fun to s1t and watch
It's terrible to watch the handicapped girl in the bog

T he Way I Feel
I love you like
A convertible Mustang

With gospel mus1c playmg
Good and tangy frosted flakes
Or a floor filled with greens
I love you like a converttble Mustang
With gospel playmg and good and tangy
Frosted flakes or a floor filled with greens
Or the crackmg or sounds of mother nature
I love you like I love my mom

D ream Can't Be a Dre am

Daniel Pazge
You can see no hghts on
You can hear people next door
Someone is snonng.
Can't see anyone under the covers
All you can see is the bed messed up.
And there is a light in the far corner of the city
Where someone has woken up from
A leaping green toad in foggy weather.

Langdon Cloud
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Wonder Junior High
Crittenden Arts Council
West Memphis, AR
Executive D irector: Janinc B. E arney
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Idlet
Justice
The crowd was loud.
I enter the courtroom.
Everyone then was silent.
The plaintiff and the defendant enter the courtroom.
Court was now ready to start.
I then notice that the defendant had a green suit on.
He also had two different socks on.
One was red and the other one was black.
The plaintiff filed that the man stole his check out the mail.
He also said that the man was color blind.
I asked them man to pull up his pants.
I also ask what color socks he had on.
He said white.
The case was over.
It came out he was guilty.

Explorer
The double sluth headed little boy walks
around the apartment complex whooting
all day! He discovers a greenlamp spirit in
the middle of the street wondering if he
should slither home and tell his mom.

Deronique Hcryes

lf/tl/u Rogers

My Wonderful Garden
The smell of burnt hair and bacon fills the smell of my house. The water leaks
through the floor to the basement. Birds land in my garden every time I walk
outside. When the mailman comes to put mail in my mailbox it falls down every
day, but the flowers in my yard fill the air with a wonderful &agrence.
The garden soilts soft like wet clay. The huge strawberries that grows near the
apple tree has a sweet natural taste. The "rest in peace" wall treatment with the
honey wheat floor attracts people to my house for a wonderful feast.

Dashawn Clover
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Highlight Relaxing
Imagme you were far away
away from kids, bills
imagine you're at tlus lake
where everything 1s pardy real
At the lake you lay back
like you're m a parkmg lot
or stoplight that you're waiting
you hear the soft stream
The sun is settling
Now you have 2 stop cuz
you have 2 go home and start all over
agam

What Fills me up Can Hurt Me!

Mocking laughter filled my ears
Racing thoughts filled my mind
but deceitful pain filled my heart.
Tears I kept in.
harsh words I fought back,
and harmful actions I wouldn't let go.
I hurt!
I hurt like mother nature does when mankind
Chastiry S tmnett
destroys her.
I hurt like a giant, burning fire climbing into
the silent, dark night only to be put out by
water.
I hurt like the caged bird singing a gloomy
song for a chance to be free.
I hurt like the dying child, questioning God
"Why me?"
I hurt like the deep, blue ocean when it has no
waves to turn, and even like the destructive
volcano when it has no eruption.
I hurt!
Betrayal filled my mind, justice filled my heart,
but you as an enemy filled my eyes,
and now I hurt!
The House on the Dead End Street

Kassi!Jnn Tillman

We live on a dead end street
where the dogs roam thick
where the a1t smell of pme trees
where my house 1S all wlute
and clean ins1de, where me and my
brother goes outs1de to the straight
beautiful cut lawn and our dog
chases his ta1l. The clean house
when we walk in and the cold room in the back
I don't like.

Brent Thomas
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Dermott Public Schools
Dermott, AR
I-1'aculty c:ontact: Pam Stephenson
Visiting Writers: Hardin Young and Nic Pizzolatto

The Gateway Arch
Paranoid Shoes

The large silver
Oval arch
Feels cold, gleams
With the
Golden sunset
The sweet of
Cotton candy in
The air.
This is the
Gateway to the west.

Shoes are all paranoid.
They don't know how to walk.
I got them from a paranoid shoe store.
I thought they would be regular shoes.
I found out they were paranoid.
Never buy paranoid shoes.
They will make you paranoid.
My shoes are very comfortable.
My shoes sometimes think people
Want a pair of them.

Simeon Scott

Kristen Bailey

The Burned Tractor
The tractor is rusty. It feels rough.
It smells like grass and smoke. It is brown.
It has a seed planter on it. It is in
The middle of a field. It was a John Deere.
It used to plant cotton.

Cameron McCullough
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The Alaska Air

The Glittery Tumor

I see the green cat from
Alaska where the skies
Are blue,
The murmur of the
Buffalo
Die in the shot of an eye
We weep,
We sniff,
We smoke, drink
We live day
To day
With a
Sour sudden
Silent in the
Air

The glittery rumor crawled
Into the dark tunnel
Screaming for someone to help
No one answered him, so
Out of the tunnel he v.ent
Right back tnto the patlent
He came out of.
Now the rumor is glad
That nothing happened to him
Bad.

Aroco/a Durant

Anastasia Duff

The Heaven of Clarinets
B note I hear tn my ear
C and D playing with much energy to hear
Reeds all over the place
Cork grease not hard to find
But hopefully high C, D, and A will never get
Too exoted because I know that will hurt ffi) ears
Clarinet cases never break
The octave keys will never rust
And will always have its mus1c.

Whitney Easter/mg
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Dermott Return Trip
Dcrm()tt, AR
l~aculty Contact: Pam Stephenson
Visiting Writers: l)aul J(arns and Lesley Thacker
If you walked down School Street you would probably see me and a whole lot of other boys and girls
walking. School Street is like a party street. If you were to ride down School and you're a police they
would take the car and nde in it. On School Street you will see little three year old babies smoking and
dnnkmg.
fflifliam Reuhouse

"Another Friday night alone," Ashton says to herself. Just then the front door opens.
"Mom?" No answer. Ashton rolls over. "Mom? Mom? Little Sis, anyone home?"
"Charity!" Ashton sits up straight in her bed, runs to her door, and soars down the hall.
"You're home!" Ashton's excitement is cut short. Her sister's husband Bruce walks in the
door.
"Be nice," Chanty whispers.
"But Charity ... " Charity shoots Ashton a look and she knows the discussion is finished
before it has a chance to begin.
"He} sis." Ashton hates it when he calls her sis. She would never, could never, be related to
such a terrible cold hearted person. She knew how he treated her sister. She had seen the bruises but
she knew better than to say anything. "Bruce, you go sit down in the living room and watch TV My
stster and I have things to talk about."
Charity had come for a surprise visit, but Ashton knew that there had to be a reason. Charity never
just showed up. Especially without calling to make sure the coast was clear and that she and her
mother would never have to cross paths. They had not spoken in two years since Charity had left for
college. But Ashton preferred their silence to their screaming and arguing. Yet she agreed that
Charity never should have marned Bruce. He was older. Twelve years older, to be exact. He always
smelled of beer and smoke. Ashton hated him. He had put her young beautiful sister into a prison
JUSt as had all of the men in her mother's life had done to her. Ashton and Charity had made a pact
where they were young to never be like that. That a man would never kill their spirits, but two years
ago Charity broke that pact. And now she was back. Ashton's mind wandered in search for what
awful thing could have brought her sister back, but stopped herself when the thoughts became too
terrible. What could her slSter have to tell her? And how would this change their lives?

}(jmber!J Morphis
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In Maryland we have a little 'shood on the hill. The name is Oxen Hill Village and it's the home of
many gangsters and mobsters. It is the unofficial institute to building hard gangsters. There are no
teachers or deans that run the place, it's just a little hood on the hill. Th.ts is the place where you get
yourself educated. Many who attend left with skills such as handling money, spitting game to girls,
or just street smarts. The skill of dirty fighting is automatically given to all that attend even though
it is the most difficult of "classes" to pass. In this institute of O.H.V you learn respect for your
home and territory like a pack of ravenous wolves. With all said, this is the setting for the young
man attending this lovely institute. His name is Brandon. This little boy had sense by the bunches
and had "hard vision" a useful tool of seeing or peeping out what is gomg on. Though he was a
sweet as candy and cute as a button he had a fierce temper with the fighting skill beh.tnd it. He has
little friends except for his brother and mother. One school day, Brandon meets a new kid Larry
with a mouth and attitude. It's on this day when these two young people speak to each other.
Brandon asks "Where you from?" Larry doesn't answer the question but he said words to fire up
Brandon by saying "This is my hood, man" and that's how it got started.

Brandon Tjson

My name is Becky Sadler. I am a 15-year-old teenager who lives in Scottsdale, Connecticut. I attend
school at a private school by the name of Hartford Academy High School. I am one of those
teenagers who you would call "not so popular," but my older sister; on the other hand, lS very pretty,
smart, popular with everyone in town and school, and everyone loves her. Her hair is very long and
silky, while mine is very curly and dry. She has a very beautiful tan while I look like I haven't been
exposed to sunshine at all. I tty to be just like her but nothing works for me. Sometimes, I even try
to ask her tips on how to dress, compared to the same old boot cut jeans and cotton t-shirts that I
wear, but nothing that she wears looks right on me. I really don't see what people seem her as a person because she is so mean to everyone. Well now is her freshman year in college and she just had a
baby. Now she is getting even more attention! I wonder why nobody pays me any attennon. I try to
be nice and I try to fit in, but nothing seems to work. They just love her, and everyone wonders why
I like to keep to myself. Humph! My parents also just adore Amy. Now that she has her own family,
my parents aren't even mad at her for moving out! I feel so sad and alone. I don't have anyone to
talk to about my problems. I wonder if I had a baby and a husband, whether they would pay me
more attention, and I would have someone to love me too. I would have something to always look
forward to everyday. Having a baby can be the most interesting thing for me, but it can also be the
worse. I know that if my mother barely helps me with things now, she won't in the long run. I don't
have a job, but I will try to manage. I have to find the perfect guy for my baby, but none of the guys
really like me. Except of this one guy, by the name of Bryan Myers. He is cute, but he has terrible
grades, and he's very conceited. I don't really like him, but if I have to be with him to get more
attention, then Bryan it is.

Tmenna Hendricks
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Eastside Elementary
Warren, AR
Faculty Contact: Marilyn Johnson
~1 isiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Idlet
The Person Who I Love
One day in Warren I saw a girl that changed my life
forever. Her name was like dolphins swimming in
the sea. The name I speak is like a butterfly. Her
name she told me was Taylor. We went together with
my cousin to Gulf Shores, Alabama. We sat together
on the beach alone. Then we went back to the
condo. She slept with me 10 the living room. The
next morning we went to the pool Later that day we
went to the beach. We stayed there in Alabama for
five weeks. We're back in Warren. Back in school and
in the third grade.

Blakt Gorman

Wrestling with my Dad
I was wrestling with my dad
He turned me over
He ripped my shirt
I leaped on his back, he flipped me
Over his bead. I turn him over
I rip his shirt.

Kerry Montana Robbins

The Dream I Had
I ran m the rain lookmg for you. You make me happy. I saw yellow all over me. And I smell sun
flower. And I touch him on the arm. And I tasted blueberry. I bear sweet sound in my bead. He was
so bnght yellow and pretty cute. He felt warm and good but he is my boyfriend and I love him for
that I care if be lies to me. He smells like sunflowers.

uiKabra B. Veasry
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Love Cheerleaders
The cheerleader sat on a porcupine
And one of its spiky quills stuck in her behind
And she got up and ran to her boyfriend and
He had butterflies on him.
The End.

Maggie Bradley

The Love Poem
I smell the wmd and the spirit
The boy I had my eye on. And
Sat in the rain with. And I
Hear his voice.
I touch
His sleeve and I see his
Shadow in the air.

Tqyior Natzons

The Biker Boys Looking for Humor
One day these biker boys were looking for humor. So one day someone challenged them to a burst-blood
fight contest. The team that lost had to do something funny. It would be held two months from then.
Well, every day they trained to be funny. Well, the day came when they got there. They saw the captal.O of
the other team with a fistful of money wluch was $10,000. He said t.f they lost they would get 1t and there
would be fi, e rounds. The first one took a weapon and hit himself. Well, that was funny so they won, but
they chdo't care. They just wanted to be funny.
The End.

Nate Nasworti?J
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Fayetteville High School
l~ayetteville,

AR
I~aculty Contact: J_,ynda Brothers
Visiting Writers: Adam Clay and Tara Bray
f
Sonia
:\s silent as an empty room.
It hears no noise.
Scared like mice when a cat is after them.
But happy and fnendly like rabbits
like to jump.
Runs and plays in the playground.
Talks and talks even though
no noise comes out of her hands.
Hands as active as a runner.
Sonia silent as the rught.
Friendly as the day,
happy and transparent.

Erika Rivera

The Girl in the Red Dress

The Bottles

a~e

F:l;ke

Every bottle is alive.
The muscle of the wind puts tone in the bottle.
A bottle staggers and drifts its way to a piano.
A cat in Chicago drinks milk from a bottle.
The bottle lets off a buzz in the
mind of the holder.
Throw the contents of the bottle out of the throat.
Shiver away back to the bottle and repeat.
The puddle from the bottle is getting way deep.
Too deep to mutter, too deep to heave.
Place the moist bottle over charcoal.
But you goofy bottle, keep away from this cat.
Stay plain, rub the eyelids awake.
The smoke in the bottle is fake.

Jon Heney

The girl in the red dress
moving and shaking through my sleep,
dancing to the music of the flute,
rejecting my love like junk mail,
Her fiery harr scorches the plams.
She shatters my heart with a nail
into pieces too fine for any broom.

Caleb Johnson
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Shoes a Plenty
Shoes
Shoes in the piano
Shoes blowing in the wind
Shoes drifting in the river
Shoes on cornbread
Frogs in my drunken shoes
Flies buzzing in my shoe
A gallon of milk in my shoes
Grass stains on my shoes
Oil stains on my shoes
My shoes are in Chicago
My shoes are on the stove
My shoes are camouflage
I rub my shoes with my hand
I look goofy in my shoes
The bottom of my shoes are plain
Like juice in a pitcher
Pliable like aluminum
Squeaky like mice
Yodels like Mr. Boner
Sticky like syrup
Smell clean like soap
Yet flow like the ocean
Walk swiftly like blown sand
Tick like the clock
Her moods are tidal

Micah Gulbraith

Pink shoes in the closet hidden from the world
Flip flops shuffling down the street
.
Tennis shoes tied up on a wife, blowmg m the wmd
Big yellow galoshes jumping in a puddle .
Shoes in a stagger down the roads of Chicago.
High heels dancing atop a hushed piano
Shoes that make you itch
and shoes that make you sore
Green shoes worn by Kermit the Frog
White Keds rubbed with charcoal
Her shoes stained by grass
His boots soiled in oil
Tevas drifting down the 1\.fisstssippl
Combat boots hidden by camouflage
Slippers next to the sleeping girl.

Erin Mangum

Kicked Him in His Teeth
Twas a dark and cloudy day
"Out of the way," says an old man
I twisted about and hit him in his mouth
His wheelchair was covered in blood like a big carcass
The gardener yelled for help
Twas a dark and rainy day
Twas a bright and sunny night
I kicked the gardener in the teeth.

Tommy Buerck/in
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Fox Meadow Elementary
Jc)ncsboro, AR
I~aculty Contact: Dana Jones
\lisiting Writers: Bc)nnie MciJhce and Gabrielle Idlet
My Dreams
My dreams feel different like jumping
Through a glass wall when I'm 95 years old.
My dream tastes like a fresh apple being
Picked off a tree. My dreams sound like
The squishing of the apple when it's bit.
My dreams smell like cake coming out
Of the oven. My dreams look like octopuses
Killing an anteater.

Stay Away from Hippos
Hippos jump on babies. If you're
A baby leave a hippo alone.
The hippo feels happy when it
Sits on babies. Its breath smells
Like a pampered baby's bottom.
Hippos like to sing Hip Hip Hippos.
Stay away from hippos or
Else, Smash!

A11stin Blaine Long

]ory Clark

Humorous Me
My humor feels like bugs running around in my stomach
My humor looks like a kid laughing his lungs out.
My humor tastes like a big bar of chocolate.
My humor sounds like a herd of silent animals.
My humor smells like a bunch of banana peels on the floor.

Blake Walzer
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A Relieving Memory
I heard my mom was
Okay from her heart surgery.
I felt as cold as an alligator
In ice cold water in a blizzard
Before I heard because I was
So worned, but when I heard
I felt warm as cooked shnmp.

Pop!

Mary Rougeau

When I was two and able to
Walk my mom got the bath
Ready. Then my room came to
Get roe and I wasn't there.
I popped out of the hamper
And my mom cried.

Joey C.

Power
My power feels like a sledgehammer
Hitting against a brick wall
My power tastes like hot sauce
On my tongue
My power sounds very loud
My power smells like something musty
My power looks very vicious

]C!Y Smith
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G.R. Taylor Elementary
White Hall, AR
r~aculty C~c)ntact: Ellen Rush
7
\ isiting Writers: Sandy l.~ongl1orn and Starla Wallick
Escaping Honolulu
Moonlight Job

The streets of Arcadia
Are made of brackish fish.

I have a job to do.
Hello, goodbye.
I must go hang pearls
of ash and dew.
It is all done in darkness.
By sunset I leave.
By moonlight I work.
I wash the leaves
of a dead man's will.

And it sounds like
Conch shells and man's last breath.
Dead sailors and their friends
Ltve there.

The} like to date.
It's called Blue Jazz City.

Chris Hand

l\aShali O'Brimd Cast!Je

Glistening Shadow
I am playing outside.
I see an old lady looking
out of her misted glass. I hear
her voice saying "hi" to me.
The wind is glistening
and a bud swoops down.
The sun faded down.
I am in a new world as
I stand tn the shadow of
a tree.

Kqylee Baugnman
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5 Ways of Looking at Scissors
They unfurl their knives.
They abandon paper.
They are shiny, like a limestone.
Sometimes, they look
like goldfish swimming.
I discover they can hurt you.

Laurie Mitchell

Untitled

Thinking
It is sunny outside.
I sit on my bed
wondering what to do.
My accessories are invisible.
I got them in Honolulu.
I speak a scum language.
My best friend is an
old lady.
She wears a sort of
misty smile.
She croaks when she's
mad.
I know her because
I was in her garden
stealing her scarecrow.
I love thinking about her.
But I must go back to my thinking about
what to do.

My tongue likes to do ballet. The head
plays ping-pong ball. My hair drives a
convertible. While my heart eats spaghetti.
My tongue's name is forlorn. My head
wears water moccasins. My heart goes to
Japan for vacation. And my tongue has a
refrigerator. But my heart lives in a cow shed.
And my hair picks flowers.

Laura Frizzell

Lauri Mitchell
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Gary E. Cobb Middle School
Genoa, AR
Faculty Contact: Steve Mcintosh
\risiting Writers: Laura Gray and Bobby Ampezzan
Tornado

Like a grasshopper jumping
In and out of the grass,
A tornado jumps from
Town to town.
Instead of consuming
Grass and dirt it
Consumes homes and businesses.
A chirp of a grasshopper,
But a roaring of a tornado.

Blue Jay
With my feathers
Blowing behind me
As lead screams
Past me, I feel
As I am a Blue streak
Fighting for pickings.
If I could only taste
One more worm
Wriggling down my throat.
I see a perch or savior,
The long protruding branch.

Kqyla Thomas

Lights

Britton

The Blue Damsel Fish
Watched as
The firefly zoomed
By the yield sign on
The highway as a car
With bright neon
Lights neared it

Loren Bassett
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Hand-made
The father covered his girl
In a sparkly sequins blanket.
The blanket was hand-made by a
Fugitive woman, with unstable
Hands, her hands moved slowly,
Her knuckles were blistered.

The Life of Sweetness

Cheyenne Zarnetski

The covergirl posed
For each magazme, she was
Caked after squatting, left to
Right swiftly sWUlging in
Circles jumpmg all night.

Janie Lacejielse

The Dandelion
One dandelion dying alone
On one black hill. Brown
And cracked are its leaves. It
Is his fate. The same fate of
His family. What he thought would
Come as a whisper came as a
Roar.
Dnp ... drip, drip ... drip
Drip, drip. On that one black hill
Came drips of life. On that
One black hill the one dying dandelion
Stood so still not to die but to
Live on top of the one green hill.

Ford Purifqy
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George Elementary
Sprit1gdale, AR
liaculty c:ontact: Angie Jester
\lisiting Writers: Adam Clay and Matt Henriksen

The Throat
The throat likes a toe nail off
of an elephant. The throat lm·es to
eat dirt. The throat likes to play
on booger mountain.

The "Big" Fat Wig

Corky Cornett

The wtg wore out and rotted like
goat cheese ....... .

The belly puts on a bright red
wtg .............. .

The belly is very shiny like a penny........ .
The belly is putting it on because
it is as flat as a pig......... .
The wig is very fat and
very gross like a related
pig .......... .

It started to rain on the
sluny belly ....... .

The Angry Tooth

Sean Kelley

I hate candy. I hate
my neighbor the tongue
and the molars. I hate
the throat for it eats
my food and gtYes saliva.
And am stuck in the gums so I hate him too.
I hate everytlung except me.

Clayton Reynolds
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Dogs are Taking Charge of the World
It turns out that dogs were in
charge of all the dirt roads
when it snowed they would find
that the show was really goat cheese
and cranberries mixed together
but the snow only fell in spring
but would not cover the mountains.
The dogs were also in charge of the rain and lightning that
only
dogs could see but only feel
once a month but for some reason
the dogs were not in charge of the rain.
That's what the dogs were not in charge of.

Megan Bowen

The Mystery
It's raining hard most people
are outside in this weather
all week in only one place sitt10g
still very cold and hungry
the poor are saying how much
they wish they'd like to be
like the rich and all of
a sudden it starts to rain
harder and harder while the
rich are monkeying around
most people are still outside
in this weather all of a sudden someone threw a
brick through a window no body
knew who threw it or which
window broke but the only
thing they knew was that
they heard it but who was it.

Erika Jorge
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White Planet
This planet
was very wlute
and beautiful.
There were craters as big as
the Grand Canyons.
I drove my pick up truck
all over the wonderful planet.
It was as endless as
heaven.
What you would call the
planet if you went there
would not be like the
other names, you would call it,
Moon.

LAuren Perry

Greenbrier High School
Greenbrier, AR
I~aculty Contact: Steve Lucas
Wisiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Idlet
Not In Between
Green grass, two days, flowers blooming in their beds,
Yellow walls surrounded by white paint and wallpaper,
Unseen for so many hours a day.
Spending more time at the wheel than at the TV
The house sees only young and old.
When energy flows, it is alone.
Family time spent elsewhere,
Mostly where the red diamond and yellow wood stretches.

Elisha Murr~

The Boss

Anger
Fed up with each other
Been together too long
Great seven days
Burning 10 MeXlcan sun
All great things come to an end
Too many fights, about to kill each other
After today it will be fine
Best fnends tomorrow
Stephan Pearce

Have you filled the shakers?
Sweep under the tables!
Rotate the Sweet&Low.
Re-ice the salad bar.
Re-ashtray the back.
Pick up trash off the floor.
Fold some boxes.
Re-fill the salad bar.
Re-fork those tables.
Bus all your tables before you do anything else.
Answer the phone.
If you can't fill out this sheet every night
I'll find someone who will.
Clean out the vacuum.
Waitresses shouldn't be in the back.
Use the old stuff first.
Don't forget to claim your tips.
If you don't make enough tips you need to find an easier job.

Laura Pike
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Closer Look
The smell of Dante's cage swarms me as I enter the door.
Hundreds of rabbit ornaments and decorations can be seen everywhere.
Images of my family captured in an instant sit on shelves and tables.
In the kitchen there are almost empty cabinets and a gistro table that is never used.
In my room, pillows wait on my bed, creating a softer place to lay.
On my command, a Dean Martin doll sings to me.

Ano'!Ymous

The Kind Savior
Such a benevolent savior, the thief Who else could take the unwanted tenements of existance
(IVs, stereos, precious moments dolls)
Out of their forgotten places on the hearth
And into the open arms of a pawn shop?
A modern-day Robin Hood, indeed.

Untided

Jeff T Baber, II

He sits in HIS desk,
the same desk, actually,
that he sat in last year.
He has grown a little,
but to him it seems the desk moans less.
Perhaps the janitor added oil over the summer,
or maybe the load is so heavy that the wood
feels its plea insignificant.
He thinks little of it while etching in the same
symbols he carved in his oak chariot last year.
As he lays his head on its coo~ solid surface,
he hears a lone squeak.
Could it be?
The phantom has been awakened from its shameful death.
As the drool slips over the side of the cool desktop, it pools and slides into the creeks.
The boy is awakened by a loud
"TWACK," and realizes he had drifted
off. As he gets up and leaves, he
never even realized he had dozed
in the dominion of the Creeking
Creature.

Josh !Pard
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Greenbrier Westside Elementary
Greenbrier, AR
Faculty Contact: Rachel Rowland
Visiting Writers: Tara Bray and Bonnie McPhee
Pillows
Hard pillows, soft pillows, pillows made of rocks.
Pillows made in China, pillows in Little Rock.
You can even have pillows in your backyard.
Pillows wtth dust on them, pillows in the storm,
pillows swinging from the past, and pillows you can
whisper to. Pillows in the garden hidden in the weeds.
Pillows that can slide, pillows you forget about
and pillows that you button up.

Kay/a Watm
Lunch is Followed by Dancing

They'll Never Make a Movie Starring Me
They'll never make a movie starring mel
My white as snow skm,
My teany-weany muscles,
My legs that can run as fast
as a flooding river,
My need to sing and play the piano,
My ears that listen to anything,
e\·en a needle drop,
't\1y brilliant bone-dance,
Hey! Why won't they make a movie
starnng me?

One morning on the table
a girl named Beth danced.
She danced the bone-dance, then she went in the music
room. She hopped on the piano and started flickering
and doing the mouse feet. Then she slipped and hurt
her muscle. Then she went to the river. She saw a fire.
She started throwing water. When she blew out the
water, she saw a flood. She went home to
eat some bread and okra.

T wokwanna Girlry

Christinr Massry
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I Praise Myself
When you stare at me too long
I start to look like gold.
My favorite color is purple
just like starfish and worms. When you hug me, you start to
grow a bull horn.

Amber Atkinson

My Mother's Unfound New Purse
We went to Peru. We went to Rome.
We went across the country.
We went back home...
empty-handed.
We couldn't find out what
had gone wrong.
We had gone everywhere but...
Wooster.
Oh! How I dreaded that place!
It is so annoying it makes
me want to spit stale bread
and green peas!
So finally, we just bought a violin.

Christine Massey

Because An Elephant Stepped on a Seesaw
Because an elephant stepped on the seesaw, it launched me far and wide like a
dart in the moonlit sky. I landed in a river in some woods. I tried to stand up,
but my muscles really hurt. I crawled out of the river and saw a field of
stones with sparrows flying around. I started to tremble and quiver when I
heard a ta-ta and a brew-ha-ha! I listened very carefully and heard mouse feet
scamper in the shadowy grass. Suddenly, rain fell like the sound of a piano
and flickered all over me. Then I heard some mocking just like a bone-dance
or a needle making someone scream. I heard a shp and shde, and I stayed
still. I turned around and knew it would be the end of my hfe. But it was just
my friends, Evan, Cody and Chase.

Cotton Phillips
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Hazen High School
Higl1land, AR
Faculty Cc)ntact: Angela Hambrick
Visiting Writers: Nic Pizzolatto and Hardin Young
The Last Breath
As I heard the sound of wheezing breath
And the growls of troubled beings
I caught sight of blood wrenched
Wore down
Pitt bulls
Two to be exact
Ripped and tom they fought on
Until the breath escaped
The tom
Gouged
Bloody throat of the foregone soul of the
Lost brown pitbull

Do You Know Where my Chicken is?
Searching
Searching
I cannot find her
My chicken
HaYe you seen her
!looked
In the purple tree
Through the blue grass
I JUSt cannot
Find her
She is blue
Do you know who
My chicken
DriYing down winding roads
I found her
Bag under one wtng
Thumb in the other
Need a nde
Back home we arnve
Me and my chicken

Patrick

Tr~

Stranger
I am no longer wanted
People hate me, people stare
People laugh as I walk by
Men look and smirk with
A smile I wonder why me
Who am I. I smile and say
I'm somebody sometimes
I feel so empty like I
Don't exist I have no clue
Why I walk people still
Stare. I wonder why

Matt Brown

Tiffany H.

I
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The Face on My Foot
Red Jay
Fit leads me down paths
I've never been led

It was Saturday morning
And the brisk cold fall
Pierced everything to be seen
The trees rustled
With breath of 1ce
The scraping
Of talon on wood
Could be heard
From the porch.
A small chirp
Was audible
Thr~::mgh the rum
Foliage
The s~ght of the bright red
Sitting on the
Gray
Weathered Wood
Left awe
Upon my face
In the visage
Of the bird
I saw the reflection
Of my own

Its voice talks to me
I hear the words that are said
The winding narrow roads
Hard turns knock me off my path
Dark shadows of gloom surround me
I can feel the devil's wrath
Where will this thing take me
I never know what's next
Every simple situation I face
This makes them all complex
I scream in vain, and ask questions,
And if I could change I would
But there seems to be no escaping
From the face that's on my foot
Gr~

Thompson
Scott Paper

Turkey Day
A family sits down
For Thanksgiving Dinner
As the kitchen is filled
With the sweet aroma
Of pumpkin pie
And in this time
Of giving thanks
And love
Brothers and sisters
Can still find something
To bicker about
Back
And forth
Across the table
Of the providing feast

Maggie Owen
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Highland Middle School
Hardy, AR
I~aculty Contact: Belinda Hill
Visiting Writers: Annaliese Hoehling and Matt Henriksen
Untided
This Boy

When the galaxy rued
I made Hope my galaxy

Over at the area surrounded by a pewter fence
some young plants are just breaking through the
testaA boy studies the plants as he would study
prosody.
Nature is taking its course.

When I had no Ice for my water
I made Emptiness my Ice.
When I lost my backbone
I made Trouble my backbone
When I had no shoes
I made my Dislike my shoes

Maranda Smith

When Emptiness was my past
and Empttness is my present
I make Death my future.
When my house rotted with age
Emptiness Loneliness and Sadness
became my home

The Need To Kill A Turkey
When the world ends a new world is formed
from the tears of Sadness of the creator

When the Death Angel comes
I make happiness my last moment

The assignee or hunter is assigned
to kill the hardest bird in North America
and the hunter is taking him on by himself.
It is April, spring turkey hunt
the hunter sets up in the forest
and when the turkey answers the call
it sends a pathogenic hunger
or a need to kill
this beautiful silky black
bird that nature has to offer.

Forrest Carithers

Lauren Kemper

When I lost my hammer
Stress became my hammer
When my teeth fell out
I made hunger my teeth
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The Friend
A man that stands alone
with a mustachio.
There by a pond
Llstening to the birds sing
He is telling the birds
how their deferential does matter
But there in the summer
stands a mullein,
"Alone too"
when the man walks alone
wishing for a friend.
He walks down his road
when a dog comes along
The man takes him in
and feeds him.
As the man wakes up
to find the dog
still by him

The Dark Forest
Circles appear in the water
The rain trickles
from the dark skies and
hits the murky water
the tremulous trees wave m the wind
and the fog lowers and thickens
until you can't see, lightnmg stnkes and thunder roars
the deer run and
flee to their homes,
the animals run through the darkened trees,
a tornado is coming

Justin Son

And they become friends
As they walk together
on the road
a girl comes along
looking for her dog.

Katheryn Bobo

Untided
The smell of the city is obscene
But not in my dreams
In the country, it's so fresh wild
I've loved it ever since I was a child
As the wind intercepts I feel a chill
Then I go over to a giant hill
The town is notorious because
There are more of us.

Forrest Carithers
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Highland High School
I-Iardy, AR
l=4aculty Cc)ntact: lisa l...,add

Visiting Writers:

C~abrielle

Idlet and Alan Ackmann

Fear
Fear is like three-week-old salmon
Rottmg in your refngerator and
Not knowing that it can't be smelled

My Life as I See It

Heather Ston

I moved away from hate and anger

In early June of 1997 I moved to Arkansas
I was beat constandy
It was pretty fierce
It was pretty silent in the car on the way here
I left with someone in a uniform
I felt like running away two years ago
I could of run a car off a cliff
I heard the engine in the car
I live with my aunt and uncle now
I used to live in a brick house
In the meadow where there was dew early in the morning
If you got up early you could see the fog
The case was closed I had to stay here
It's better for me to live here and not there.

Rachel uigh Pomerleau

My Father in Heaven
A few years back I lost my dad though until that day I didn't know what I had.
I went to the funeral home to see my dad before they put makeup on his face so he may look normal.
I was astonished when I saw his face was white as a sheet with small purple dots from chin to chest to forehead though what I found most unusual is that he was stiff as a rock almost like a concrete block.
He smelled an unusual stench like I had smelled nowhere before the smell made me want to run out the door.
Though I was not scared I seemed so afraid for there was something about that horrible day.

Michael Bates

I
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Silver Roses in the Dawn
I miss you more now than I ever have.
Buried pain rises to the surface.
Unbearable sadness.
What have I done to deserve it.
A hazy mist conceals my feelings.
Dying moments drip from the ceiling.
Your flowered dress, radiant as the sun.
Your perfectionist's hair fit in a tight bun.
I'll never forget the way you smiled.
Everything preceding this in my life has
been mild.
Gendy, I lay the roses on the grave.
Some petals float away in the air.
I'm reminded of you.
I'm standing at the entrance to death's
lair,

A vast abyss
Of pain wanting to be dismissed.
It won't go away.
Your death hurts my life,
Cutting like a metaphoric knife.
One more life thrown away
In a waste basket,
One more body laid to rest in a casket.
I miss you tonight.
Yet we're all disposable life.

1996 Late September
as I step out da house I hear silence lookin at mildew in the
grass birds fly spirits jock me now I know da devil wanna
catch a hand bubbles pop stones all around me now I'm confused there's a cliff in front of me and my enetrues in black
and now I wonder what shall I do should I sit here staring at
the fierce crowd because I know they don't wanna catch a case
or should I jump off and break like an eggshell and end up
with a splattered face my heart's pumpmg all the pressures on
me looking at these corny faces I trught as well jump so I
don't gotta live in these places.

Michael Teran

Charles Wolford

Billy Was a Prisoner

Billy was a prisoner who was committed for doing something he did not do.
His wife and kid would go to see him every day. His wife and son gave him a
plant with brown leaves and his wife got the best lawyer. They still found him
guilty for all charges. Days went by, then months. His wife and lad stopped
coming. All he had left was one brown leaf that had holes and had wlute
spots from being left in his drawer.

Justin Wilkuson
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Joann Walters Elementary
l)ierks, AR
l aCtllty Contact: Julia Moore
Visiting Writers: B<)bby Ampezzan and c;abrielle Idlct
1

My Life, Year after Year
I wake up, scared,
Wondering where I am.
It 1S unexplained now.
I ha•e straight .Ns.
Going to a place I
Have never been.
A chillts coming on.
Out of college, on
My way home.
I see a gray wind

August 17, 1983 Sydney, Australia
The pacing of the kangaroo was hard to hear
He looked for food in the dry desert
Sparks flew in the hot summer
It nibbled at the bait for a tiger
Poachers were after him
He ran and ran into his cellar
He was trapped
Poachers loved their new kangaroo fur coat

Coming.
I feel like a whale
Now, tall and sleepy is

My way.

Candice McKnight

I can spare my last
Piece of peppered bacon.
Here I feel a tear coming on.
Down under the grass, I
Feel burning, burrung, burning:
I want to shake, JUSt can't.
Opening to a new place.

Brittany Bennett

My Family Makes Me Mad
My mom makes me angry when she gets on to me. My dad
makes me angry when be gives me a whoopin'. He looks like
a rubber duck. Haley makes me angry no matter what she
does. But she could be as strong as Hulk Hogan. April makes
me angry any time 1 talk to her but she looks like a lady
haVlllg a bad day. Heather makes me angry only very seldom.
She looks like a lady having a bad "AFRO." Asia is a tomboy;
she is a skateboard "Freak." Autumn is a good little girl, she
looks hke Bntney Spears and Cherokee is only four. But she is
so cute!!!!!

Tykr Kesterson
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The Python at the Bar
There are a few things about a python. First thing is they are sneaky. There was a python that would
be real sneaky with his wife like when she went to bed he would get and sneak out to a bar and get
drunk. Second thing is he is scaly. When he was sneaking out but when he was getttng out of bed his
scales rubbed his wife and she woke up and she said "Honey where are you gomg," but he sa.td, "I'm
going to the bathroom," so his wife went back to sleep and he went to the bar. Final thing is he 1s
strong. When he snuck off one time and went to the bar there was a big guy and the python was flirting with the big guy's girlfriend and so the big guy beat him up and the people at the bar never seen
hrm again.

Jordan Crow

Yogi Berra
If Yogi Berra retired
The zoo would be better off
Without his hunger and
Big mouth. There would be
Less to feed he would
Be better off. Without
Danger circling
His life.

S haum Brewer

Writing
The otter and an old Cadillac met at the river to race. The otter
said, "It's been a long time since we've met." The old Cadillac
replied, "Well, I've been riding across the country tooting my
horn because I'm the fastest and smoothest car in the land."
The otter said, "You're not faster and smoother than I am." So
they bugged each other while they got ready to race. The race
was set one mile long. They were off, the old Cadillac on
pavement and the otter in the water. The old Cadillac Jumped
the line and boy let me tell you that Cadillac was out of sight.
The otter got beat by a quarter of a mile and said, "I'll get you
next time."

Caleb Nuttall
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Jonesboro High School
Jonesboro, AR
Faculty Contact: I<evin Saunders
Visiting Writers: Shannon Jonas and Alan Ackmann
Today
I did it today; I finally did it.
In the writ:bmg mass of bum, I can't farm one pastor.
Waiting in line for allotted rations, standing in line.
But not a hne, a mass. No order. Confusion.
"Move, Peons!" the over-citizen screamed and everyone
did. The sea of bums was parted. The over-citizen
went through to get food first. Everyday. But today was different.
Today I rud it. Today I tripped him. And today I die.

Michael Bzekwhakr
Eye-socket of His Youth
As his lazy eye slowly began
to open, the cobblestone streets
began to suddenly dive mto focus.
He asked what all humans ask, why
am I here, to live and breathe, but really
for what purpose?
As hls warped mmd became entangled
within the eye-socket of lus youth,
He remembered days of old, a welcoming
home, a mother, and a house
sheltered by a roof.
As his mind held suspended throughout
the airy constellation of his mind,
He knew his hfe would soon be
ended m the harsh days of
bttter winds that would not
be so kind.
So he continued on from day to
dusk from dawn to bitter
rught.
He contmued on throughout the streets
without a prayer or fight.

The Mime
0 Lord! There he goes again!
That no good actor, covered and glittered,
That meek man, no use of his voice.
He begins to perform, romping and frolicking,
Instilling his performance among the crowd.
He gets a perplexed look on his face
When he picks his needle through his cloth.
That fool! Can't he see no one likes him?
They explode in laughter at his gestures.
I get so embarrassed by all the clatter
As he runs from my store, the mime,
The laughing stock of the town.

Sean Santlers

Jonathan Paikey
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Spectrum of Dreams
I would have won the gold medal except
I didn't see the shimmering sun that came over the horizon.
I would have won the silver medal except
I couldn't turn my head to the moon with the stars.
I would have won the bronze medal except
My head was facing the ground.
I kept my feet whose pain was unbearable.
How would you feel if you ran 26 miles through the desert at high n oon?
The nights cold as Antarctica winter,
And crossing through the withered underbrush of hair.
No taco, or muffin was in sight.
I took a picture of some clocks hung
Against the trees, but it didn't turn out.
They melted in the heat of the snow.
I was trapped in the lunchroom of my soul
But there was no food.
Why did the dismissal bell stop ringing?
I stood in a line that was an endless loop.
And the rules of geometry slapped me.
She said, "Idiot, you know very well a line can't
Be a loop."
I said, "Shut up, this is my dream."
As the judges dropped me off, I slowly opened my eyes.
I saw two barrels of monochromatic color.
One was black, the other white.
I took a third and filled it with the two
And a spectrum of seven appeared.
And with it I painted my world.

Marki..amm

Creative Biting
I said I was leaving
and in his pockets he carried a curry stick of gum, keys, and a heart,
a hurricane. Kiss my dog good bye were his last words
to do the dang thang they ran wildly through the canyon.
He was allergic to grass, the famous actress
Stealing from the expensive store,
nothing.
Yesterday at about 10:15.

Kara Taylor
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Lee Senior High School
Marianna, AR
l~aculty Contact: Georgia Tyus
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Jdlet
53 Days
Went by like a caterpiller in a field of roses
But fourteen days went
By like a speeding bullet in a hurry to hit something
Then over 75 miles of separation
My heart was torn apart
Like a match in a gas puddle
Last night my pillow was soaked like it
Was left in the rain
The sun was covered by the clouds
Shadows appeared to be wherever
I was present.

5 hrrlean Davis

Nana
A smile as bnght
And uplifting as a pink
D1atnond nng,
Skin like soft, brown,
Polished Woodgrain.
Attttude like soft
Mind-soothing music
But could thunder and Strike like a stormy
Nigh.
But when times are still
And chaos is all around
She gives this big hug
\Vhich feels like your Storm is gone
And the wind has settled
To just a breeze,
Now that's a grandmother.

Untitled
Boys at sixteen are young and curious
Boys at 16 are broke and childish
Boys at sixteen lie and cheat
Boys at 16 go after one thing,
And when they catch it, they'll
Leave you to be.

Barbara 5 anders

Lawson Lakzta
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The Earth is Beautiful
If I were a flower then I would be Pluto in the spring.
As I looked at others the dyer continued to spin.
The cows hawk feathers, skimpy hot back, and his white tongue all
hang together.
The bad candy was poison, so the doctor used scissors to cut the crackled candy out.
The moon rose last night as con men committed solicitations with a
floozy.
No like, no love, more lust.

Telecia Mitchell

No Food, No Dirt, More Help

Freedom
I heard moaning, her
Skin was cold, my face was
Wet. My hands was sweaty,
I felt my family's hugs and
Pats on the back, I seen a
Big box that if you close it,
That's the end.

We need to clean up the earth.
If I could make a wish, then I would Pluto the land.
When I got the giggles, I was looking at nachos.
I see a skinned chicken.
The chicken tastes like poison.
Last night I saw con men eating nachos
Sitting by a floozy it was the sigh of solicitations.

Davis Rqynetta

Antonio Hall

Untitled
I loved the way his hair smelled, but his sweat was rancid. He was the cutest thing
looking so shy and humble in his checkered shirt, but the cuteness was cut off there
because he wore the same ol' raggy shoes he had from seventh grade. He worked
out at the gym a lot so he had nice muscles, but I hated how his legs were drowning
in blond hair. He was always my study buddy in science, but he couldn't spell very
well. He'd always ask me "Why do you get so jealous?" but he always loved my honesty. He'd always want to put his hand on my knee, but I hated it when he touched
my stomach.

Cor/ina B11rkt
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Lockesburg Elementary
I-4c)ckes burg, AR
l~aculty Contact: Angela Hanney
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Idlet
Untitled
I sat on the brisdes and cursed my loneliness
The blizzard in my heart gave chills that ran up my spine
The embery color of my shoes embarrassed me.
The color of my skin looked like an African god.
The cornwashed hands scared me.
I cocked my head toward the ground and feathers of despair.
Then I sat on Job and ate fattening fish.

Ctkstt
7 Ways to Describe the Air we Breathe!
1) Do you feel the summer wind how did you catch
your first breath?
2) High in the mountains you can't almost breathe!
3) When you are crying when you're a baby and you
can't breathe until they hit your bottom.
4) When you do a speech and your heart is pounding
in your chest.
5) When you're 33 and get an award to get you off on
your way.
6) 55 and have or think you have enough air to
breathe.
7) 88 and you take your last breath and go to heaven
and then god gives you more air that you can float on.

-Erica Stacy

Ferret
I would like to be a ferret because you can be stinky. When you are stinky you get to
go through stuff that is small. Like a dryer or a dresser. I would like to climb on my
mom's neck when her neck is cold. When she feels sad I would cheer her up.

Chtrish Btgqyt
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The Silence of My Life
You can hear the squeamish squirrels going up and down
the ragged boards
of the walls, and the mysterious sound
of the wind coming in through the curtains
covering the window. You can hear the blood chilling
screams of the panthers
in the field next to the house, and
the screeches of the squeamish humming
birds sucking the honey from the
honey suckles. You can see the
rays of the sun coming up through
the loose boards in the house.
And the silent world revolving around
everybody in it. This is the paradise
I live in. I wouldn't change it for nothing.
Cassandra

The Trespasser
I roam around the green grass yard, smelling something that has crossed my guard. I
knew that any moment now I would be running in the wind chasing the trespasser,
growling, snorting, to run the trespasser into the trap of my big golden body. T hen suddenly I see it. I run. My heart pounds. Feathers fly. And then suddenly I hear a shout. I
know I have done wrong. The fear of scolding comes upon me. I slowly walk to my
owner. I feel trapped on the chain. I hate it. I hear a rumbling sound. I smell water.
Suddenly I can taste salt as water crumbles me. He comes up to me. I'm really angry. I
take a swing. He falls to the ground.
Joann
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Lowell Elementary
Lowell, AR
I;aculty Contact: Marcia Neal
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Steve Daubs
Revenge
Revenge sounds like someone screarmng
Because there is a rat.
Revenge looks like someone running
Around
In circles yelling "Help me!"
Re,•enge tastes sweet
And tangy and a little bit yucky
Revenge feels gooshy,
Soft, and gross
Revenge smells like a dirty shoe with
:\ d..u:ty sock and some yucky stuff

Love
Love tastes like garbage from
A dumpster.
It tastes like mac and cheese with
Mayonnaise.
It feels like slimey gooey sick
Disgusting tuna fish.
It sounds like the Arctic Ocean
And a big airplane
Crash.
It smells like big elephant
Breath.
It looks like a big elephant
Nose on a piggy pig pig with
Guts on it.

Too.
Kai0• Harrell

Imagination

David

It sounds like sharp nails scratching
On the window.
It looks like a monster that
Has 60 eyes
It tastes like chewed gum that has been
Under the table for 6 years
It feels like soft pillows
That wtth 12 feathers
It smells like 2 onions
Lukassen
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Mastodon

One of My Terrible Days

The St. Louis arch is like the
Tallest French fry that never
Stops. If I was up in it I would
Take the elevator down
Instead of the stairs.
It also looks like 3,000 feet high!
It is still from
The roof from
The ground, and
It has 12 windows.

I wish the world is like
A horse running by and me
Getting on her and ridmg mto
The field. I hear horses
All around me. I feel my horses
Reins in my hands and the saddle
Beneath me.

K.allista Morris

Austin Sikes

I'm a Singer
I'm a singer
Bored, like dirt
I'm a singer
People always stare at me
I'm a singer
A famous singer,
I woke up on the wrong side of the bed
Boy, I had a bad day.
Getting ready for a concert
Dressing up my best
And once and for all
I'm a singer
As bored as can be.

Robber
You get a lot of money someTimes. You sometimes get new
Cars. You get all kinds of Stuff. It looks blurry, black
And white. And it smells dusty.
It sounds like moaning at School. It feels like the
Earth is spinning fast
And realy shadowy.

Erik

Marla Rachel Garcia
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Mammoth Spring Elementary
Mammoth Spring, AR
I ~acuity Contact: 1.Jana Steed
\'isiting Writers: Annalicse Hoehling and Adatn Clay

I'm Sorry
Oh poor pencil, I'm sorry I chewed you
wtth my sharpened teeth. I'm sorry
I stuck your nose in the pencil sharpener
and made your nose look like a
carrot. Oh penc.tl. I'm sorry I played pencil
ftght Wlth your skinny body and you're
broken in half. I'm sorry I made your
nose shortened by writing so much with
you Oh pencil, how can I ever make
1t up to you?

Truth
Tell me the truth
don't start scouring
away. Stop frying those eggs
don't worry I won't tell.
Stop dusting those windows
I'll do it if you tell me
Do you want something
a book, a shirt?
.AJ:eyou
angry at someone something
tell me I will get them
or tell it or them to stop
Tell me the truth.

Mtmt Ciarrocchi

Untided
Meat. You have too much
garlic. And you're greasy.
I need a napkin every second.
You look like the color
of the sewer. When I
squeeze you, your JWCe
looks like cncket sptt.
I would rather wear
pajamas to school than
eat you.

5 ierra 5 moot

Cassie
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Local Light Bulb Burns Out
The dentist was working and the light burned
out
He wasn't worried so he went and got a lemon
That didn't work as a light so he
got a moose snout
That didn't work as a light so he
got skeleton dust
So he stopped trying with a tear
drop
He finally got some kerosene and the
llght bulb came on

Slimy Pizza

J:Vryla Anderson

When I first came into Mammoth
Spnng, I was shaking my sausage.
I felt like an 1d.iot.

Julie Przvett

Bad Day
The day started strangely
with a hiccup then I went up with the
blackbirds, but I
muckled myself into
a good landing in grease
buckets.

Dennis Wood
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Mammoth Spring High School
Mammoth Spring, AR
r~aculty Contact: Jol<.ay Smith

\'isiting Writers: Matt Henriksen and Emoke }Julay
Untitled
I bent down outside the barn to pick up a pinecone.
I didn't remember I had willingly ued a rope around my arm until it fell off.
Nothing could make up for the arm I had lost,
Not my tongue, toe or even wrist could polish off the rust I had just began to feel.
I now pictured myself as a wild berry, falling from a tree, untouched by the world around me.

Tim Hollinger

The Bum
I lost my weed
I gained my sobriety
I lost my house
I gamed a box
I lost my teeth
I gained a taste for applesauce
I lost my ha1r
I gained a hat
I lost my clothes
I gained no friends
I lost my tongue
I gained sign language
I lost my sight
I gained a fall off a cliff
I lost my life
I gained horns and a tail
I lost my soul
I gained a taste for barbeque.

Sensitive Horse
My horse is so sensitive,
She shakes when I touch her.
She is as stubborn as a donkey.
She stands still when I ride her.
She won't pull the plow.
She just lays around.
She strays off in the night,
But she comes back when 1t's feeding time
And makes sounds of one thousand wild
Mustangs with a heart that beats
As one.

Carol Ann McClung

Anoi!Jmous
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Sensitive Soul
A soul... A soul is often talked about like a recent disaster or rumor.
But where is it in the body?
Like letters from the soul to mind it never gives a return address.
It comes and goes from that unknown, bottled up area.
Like a pair of pants that never becomes short, or worn, my soul keeps
acting. If I'm squashed by a
steam roller or struck by lightning
my soul goes on. Still my soul
still is sensitive. Words, actions, feelings,
and life itself will crush it like
a bug against a windshield. Even
through tough times the soul will
overcome all.

Marlin Lucas

The Lonely Book
The litde spongy book sat hungry
for somebody to read him.
He had juicy crazy stories that no one had ever read.
The one holy day someone picked up
the colorful book and threw him
in a pile of other books. The pile was
wtggly and wet then the book saw
a man with a warm light. Then the
hairy man set him on fire
and the book was burned from little to ashes.
Travis Cox

Untided

Untided
On a summer night you can see the
reflection of sunlight from Mars.
It's beautiful like a newborn quail.
It lasts for about five seconds until
you see it no more.
Shordy the newborn quail is up
and running around but I
forgot about the owl that lives in the
crabapple tree.
Anger enrages me and I kill the owl.

Dustin A1adden

Hungry little fish
Here I come
Little fish, get a little fish, little fish
I am King of the ocean

Jodie Walsh
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Marion Junior High
Marion, AR
Faculty Contact: Mrs. Burroughs
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Idlet

The Blind Romance
There lS a man and a woman blind
You can only touch, see, hear and smell
Color they can't see but barbecue beans they
Can smell and taste.
Old woman in the grocery store but
She can't see where everything is at so
I angel her around in the store.
:\s we sit on the porch I unagrne
How it feels to touch her face with a rose.

f\.'atashe McDonald

The Horrific Day
As we drove by the crash, flames engulfed the
IIl10.l van.
When the cool liquid hit the flames,
The victims were revived as it hit their
Bodies with its refreshing taste.
All the people in the class lived.
The people in the crash were eating
Party mix as they came home from
Their trip.
In the mini van they had zebra
Seat covers.
When the van crashed the people
Lived to see as they sat under the
Cover and watched the ceremony in
Salt Lake City.

She/by S trayh

Rent-a-Child
Do you have a spoiled brat for a kid or are you just tired of having the same old ordinary child living in your
house? Welcome to the new world of Rent A Kid. Our kids are all potty trained and have perfect manners
so no more of this gimme gimme gimme. They only ask for what they need, like clothes and food. Plus if
you purchase a child in the next 45 minutes you get a second child for half price.

Zach Kmry
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The Tub
I had won the football game
when I got home and microwaved a
dinner. Then I went to the bathroom. I felt
so conditioned. The door was locked
no one no one messing with me at
the door. I squeezed into the tub.
I bet I stayed in there for two or three days.

Wesfry Maddock

The Buoy Romance

The Homeless Down the Street
This popping romance
isn't very good or
very bad. The husband
thinks of his wife as an Angel.
His wife thinks of
him as a naked frog.
She wish he would go
underwater and burst.
He thinks she is bubbling
over with love. This is a
confusing romance of a
woman who wants to
barbecue this relationship
and the man wants to go
to the next element.

She dangerous love him like the
tilt at the bottom of the sea.
He like her like his barbecue beans
and wedged.
She likes to rattle her littler box out
the door.
He knows her like the palm of lus
rusty hand.
She like the way he grills by the s1de
of the lake.
He likes the way she throw their
junk in the room.
She likes to flare at him with her
eyes.

CI!Jenne

Tory Sharp
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Norphlet High School
Norphlet, AR
Faculty Contact: Gretcl1en McCurry
\risiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle ldlet
merry-go-round

68

merry-goround
round
round

~ow

at 68,
I feel weak
and feeble,
not knowing
if I have the
strength to
climb stairs.
"It seems you are
getting stronger," said
my husband, in
words of encouragement.
The prune juice I
drink tingles my
false teeth.
I miss my daughter
since she passed
away. It takes me
a lot of courage
to go visit my
daughter's grave.
My husband comforts
Me by saying, "You
Will see her again Someday."
Now at 70,
I feel weaker.

tulips sliding by
bricks, trains, rocks, and plains,
passing by, passing by
merry-goround
round
round
what do you see? what do you see?
the same scene, it never changes
merry-goround
round
round

Jennifer H.

Jake Bowen

Untided
Red . .. Red ... Red ...
There's something to be said
About my favorite color
The color red ...

Memory Parker
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Ode to Rap Music
Rap music,
Poetry of the world
"Keepin it real"
Demasking secret vices
Of those amongst us
Gifts of laughter
To those who need it
"Ballin on a Budget"

Untitled
The old table
in the closet,
covered wtth
cobwebs like
an umbrella
to shield it from
the dust that
floats in the
air like butterflies,
it once belonged to
a brain surgeon,
that is why it
is stained wtth blood,
leaning on three
wobbly legs, the
table forgotten.

Jennifer Silvertooth

Untitled
Jake Bowen
Creak... the door went as I opened it.
"Did you fart?" she asked. "No, close your
mouth and the smell will go away," I replied.
She said, "I desperately need a shower, hey
you and the soap have something in common, both
cheap and tiny." "Hey honey," I said, "Your mom is
here." "Where?" she asked. "Crawling on the
floor." Instandy she fell asleep from her
date with Jack Daniels. I watched her mother
giYe her a kiss goodnight.

jimmy Carter
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Parkers Chapel High School
}Jarkers Chapel, AR
l"iaculty Cc)ntact: Sandra Bailey
Visiting Writers: Raina Smith and Gabrielle ldlet
The Bucket Seat of a Blue Bird
Inconstant purring of an old engine.
Me, an unchangeable creature in a changeable
world.
Seeing miles of endless road opens the doors
To the simple, rather than the complex
labynnth of life.
The time when everything becomes reversed.
Everything becomes important
But nothing is important.
The understandable 1s incomprehensible.
The trick is to know better.

Emptiness
Water rushing through the rocks
The cold, dark, empty ocean bottom
I can see the sea floor
A shooting stat zipping through the sky
She asks, "Do you see what I see?"
"Emptiness."

Holfy Day

Laura Pepper

Fawn Lake
Clean water that reflects an image of the sky. A small resort sits above the lake on
the west side on a hill, docks directly in front of the shoddy cabins on the shore.
Waves slap the underside of the rocks. In the middle of the large pond-sized lakesits an island with trees. The trees' limbs tangle with each other; some dead and rotten, some bright and green. In the reeds and cattails that line the edge sits a loon,
black and white, brooding over her nest, jerking her head down to hide when a boat
splashes by. Tall trees surround the lake on all sides practically cutting it off &om
everything except the occasional moose and the mournful call of the loon.
Andrew Splawn
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Untitled
He's walking Spanish down the hall
Like a matador who failed his job
Misty eyes of a big dog
Clutter of thoughts 10 his mind
"1Quiero mi Espaiia!"

Jenniftr Phillips

Untitled
When my grandfather died
My grandmother opened up to me
She started talking to me about taking me places with her
We spent all our time together
When she died I felt alone without a friend in the world
When my neighbor moved away I felt sad
Me and my neighbor were really good friends
When my new neighbor came to live there
I felt even worse
But when I got to know my neighbor
I felt really happy
One day my friend ran away
She said she had to find herself,
Find out where she belonged.
When she came back home she said
I found out where I belong.

Meagan Tucker

In the Silence
On the way home we turned off the radio and just sat there watchillg the outside view. That was the
first time dad and I had ever not spoke.

Logan Fit~erald
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Parson Hills Elementary
Springdale, AR
l aculty Contact: Maribel Childress
Visiting Writers: Tara Bray and Adam Clay
1

Praise to Radioactivity

The Planet on the Table
One twilight afternoon
there was this elegant girl.
Her wnst was so delicate
that 1f you dropped ants on it, it would break.

Raruoactivity, radioactivity, affecting monsters
on the blue mountain, radioactivity, radioactivity,
also affecting monks, with shotguns in their houses,
emeralds in the islands explode when it gets closer.

Eric Dethampharvan

I felt so tense by her
that I blushed.
Then in a gazebo
she asked me out.
I said yes and jumped
up and down.
Then I saw a beautiful
flamingo grazing at a mansion.
Me and the girl went
home and were never seen

agam.
Jacob Kramer

Public Bathroom
I love public bathrooms.
They are so crowded and
poor. I got bruised once.
I found a football in one
and an emerald in another.
The old smelly toilets glimmer
and shine while someone is taking care of business.

Jacob Kramer
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The Ball
The ball flew across the room and hit the foot on the floor.
The ball that hit the vase and chips of glass were all over.
The ball who stunned the little boy that wasn't there.
The ball's presence that made the banjo play better.
The ball that flew into the imagtnary feast of clouds.
The ball that had a clever edge to it.
The ball that had a fancy zigzag pattern on it.
The ball that flew into the gleaming forest.
The ball that swirled into the breeze.

Connor Green

Love
Your lips smell like a cow.
The cow sees the grass.
The snow feels like a mosquito.
The frog sounds like a cow.
The mosqwto tastes like a frog.

Car/Qs Martinez

A Bad Day
I was in my house and I felt like a grain of wheat and the door opened and a moth came by. I grabbed the
hose and sprayed the moth behmd me. In the kitchen my stove blew up in front of me. I went outside and I
looked in the window. It was sunny. I went out. It poured on me. Then I felt like a stone. I went to the
basement. My dad buried my fish and then I had a piece of pie.

Ashley Crenshaw
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Ramsey Junior High
I~ort

Smith, AR
17aculty Contact: Risa Hunter
Visiting Writers: Bc)bby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Idlet

Cruel Power
As I look out my window I see my slaves
ptcking cotton for my finance
I wonder why must I make them
suffer when I do nothing
I ponder what I would do J.f I
was 10 their position
They do anything I ask, I do nothing
they ask
In power everyone suffers

A Cabin in Noel Missouri
Cold, hard bed, not enough heat at night
not cool enough during the day
when I had my glow in the dark stick
and it lit up our whole cabin in the night

Robm Couthien

shadows people laughing
my sisters talking my mom sleeping
me being so alert for the next thing to perceive.

Abram McCaw~

The Night
I lay there sleeping in the hotel in Vietnam next to my sister. The sky was black and had only a few stars.
Someone is snoring in the dark. I see a little lizard crawling with its little legs on the ceiling. I can smell
the smell of noodles outside, the click clank clank of a person hitting on a wooden block, and the ringing
of a bicycle coming down the street.

Joanna Mack
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Uncomfortable Visions
As we made jambalya we headed to the stairs, and made our way through the dark into bed. The window
was cracked, leaving the smell of rain coming from the dirt roads, the voices of people yelling were veering through our minds. The fear of waking up in a cold dream was there. Lightning punctured through
the sky as rain drops hit the empty coke cans on the roof. Our eyes slowly vanished through the dark.
A ndrew Jaber

Untitled
baseball sized hail
carbohydrates
hot pink folder
diamond nail polish
toaster oven
bars tool
green shoes
heart
bouncily
featuer duster
detention
Dave & Busters
shrimp
brick wall
Dropkick Murphy's

First Crush
I always spotted him in the hallway
his hair always gave him away
I drift down the hallway and end up next to him
I want to talk but my voice feels broken
I act like a tetherball with the jostling crowd
I feel cursed, destined to stay near him
I know I look like a fool
I feel my face burning
I have to follow the stream of people down the musty hallway
I see him turn away from me to go to his next class
I still feel my heart burning to be near him again

S tefanie Matthews

cerulean
the Ataris
floppy haircut
Lafakea Presley
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Rena Elementary
Van Buren, AR
l~aculty Contact: Dr. Donna Gordy
Visitit1g Writers: Tara Bray and Adam Clay
The Swimming Pool
The swunmmg pool
was big and someone got in
it and 1t sa1d don't get in
me that hurts and it
frowned and 1t rubbled her
toes and there was dust
and when she got out of
the swunnung pool she slipped
and hit her leg on a
peanut and she zoomed to
the ram and laughed like
th1s ha ha then she got
back m the swunming pool and
t.Wlsted her finger and slipped
again and this tune she
fell on a bone and then
the swimming pool laughed like
th1s ha ha and then it
started to ram bad and
the swunming pool frowned again.

Hammer Woodpecker
A hammer is like
a woodpecker because
they both hammer and
it smells like rotten
potatoes.
It looks like a
woodpecker. They both
have beaks.
It tastes like rotten carrots.

Ash!Jn Fimpel

Kq!Jn Fergason

The Messed Up World
The tsunami hit my house, and everything was a loss. My contortionist cousin twisted his
backbone around his eyes. My dog made an announcement in front of my whole family. He
said, "Arf, arf, roof, arf, roof." My evil twin Joeyeve was hom in Utopia, a planet that sits
on the clouds. The tsunami was over, and fire rose from the graveyard. My sister lives in a
beehive. She always buzzes in my business. My dog changed his mind and said, "Roof, arf,
roof, grrr." I died in a storm, and now I'm nothing but dust.

Joseph Flurry
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An Unexplainable Day in Kentucky
I woke up, and it was snowing, and it was freezing Kentucky. It was so cold it was twlstmg my nose. After I
got my nose untwisted, my mom said, "Taylor, its time for your jog." Mom wanted me to buy milk at the
market on the way home. I hate their milk. It is as mushy as mashed potatoes. After I got the milk, it
became as hot as a desert in the city. It was so hot all the honey in the beehive melted, maklng the bees very
angry. It got so hot that my nose twisted again. When I got home, all the weird things that happened today
got even weirder because my house turned into dust.

Taylor Needham

Headphones Monkey
Monkeys are like
headphones they have
long tails like cords
their ears are real
big they taste like
ripe bananas they sound
really funny.

Ode to Pizza
Jimmy Dutton
Your special taste tickles my
stomach like a massaging machine
and your shape makes me
feel great.

Trenton Douglas
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River Valley Elementary
Strawberry, AR
Faculty Contact: Regina Brown
Visiting Writers: Marissa I~ugatc and Starla Wallick
A Rattle Snake
I would like to write about
rattle snakes. They
are green and they have
rattles on their back and they can live in
worm holes and if they
could go to school they would
be teachers. They would teach
them how to eat in a chair and how to tie
theu shoes.

Cars
The new Mustang red hot
glare in the sun.
The old muddy Ford truck
was stuck.
The very old '62 Mercury
Comet was being restored.
The wrecked Taurus was
on fire.
Look at that Chevy falling
to the ground.

umy TJVqyne Smith

Aaron Watson

Five Ways of Looking at a Cat
Furry tail.
Wet pmk nose.
Pointy ears.
Green eyes that can make
You cry.
Bndged up Back.

Jennifer Maxwell
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The big movie

Ravioli

gray
and black screens
stand
in front
of me
as
I
watch

Everyone
sees
worms
in the raviolis.

]en'!Y Nicole ught

a

movte
it's
big
and loud
it hurts
my
ear
when
I
get
by
it
but
I
wonder
when
it's
over

Dalton Lee Robinson

All The Stuff
Oh, hello sir. Yes, you want a stuff on
the mold. A side of stuff, and a stuffa dnnk.
Oh waiter. Yes man, where 1S my side of stuff
and my stuffersized wine. I'd like tt now. Hold
on meow, you've got to hold your he-ha's and
just sit in your seat, got it. I'll be back
meow you here. Here you go, meow, your side
of stuff and your drink, you know, I think
people like these foods the most. Stuff a la mode.
Stuff steak, stuff crab, stuff stuff. Stuff
stuff with a side of stuff. Stuff on the
rocks, stuff socks, striped stuff, brown
stuff, stuff with nuts, small stuff. I could
go on!

Levi Watts
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Scott Elementary
Scott, AR
Faculty Contact: Dee Ann Moore
\ 1isiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Gabrielle Idlct
Poem

Untitled
Fire the way
it burns for hours
the way you can feel
the heat rising from
the bright layers
of fire the way
it hurts you when
you touch it
it hurts when you
touch it but
somehow 1t makes
you feel better even
though it burns.

My mother loves ice tea. I am
so rich that I am two times as
rich than all the presidents put
together. I went to the core of
the earth, it was very hot.
My House was once on fire.
My brother
struck a match and I was made.
But I would never smoke at all.
Joshua Thomas

Bridget

Jail-man Goes to Cemetary and Rides a Bull
It all happened yesterday. A jail-man escaped from the local jail. He went to a cemetery to see his dead
grandmother. Okay, let's rewind. He escaped from jail to see his "dead grandmother"! Yes he did.
"Weird." Okay, back to the story. So he is at the cemetery and all of a sudden a bull runs in, so he
Jumped on the bull and took off without saying goodbye and in a flash he is gone.

Moi!J Owen
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Lil Romeo
I remember there was a cloud of stars that were silver and white. I dreamed of a China Sea blooming with
flowers. My biggest fear was the giant black cat around me. My most embarrassing moment was I was running from the cat and my skirt came down. I didn't even know I was wearing a skirt. The cat laughed so
hard powder came out of its mouth. I was angry. I sprouted wings and flew up to the cat and pulled its
nose off.

Keyonna LJwe

Scott, Ark.
Rotten wood
has a strong smell.
It stinks. Some things
roar by the wood like
a lost dog or a mad
cat that saw a wolf
coming toward it or a
bear that is
mad.
But Sometimes it is a
little quiet.

Untided
Demons are good they are mostly
red which is mostly our state's
favorite color.
They are also still.
Good because they
are very powerful, and
we would love to Be powerful like them.
I love demons very much,
they're so cute to
see, they're hot in the winter
and the summer. They smell
like bubble gum,
that's very very hot those
demons are good.

Bndget Lary

Amber Slater
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l
Sheridan Junior High
Sheridan, AR
F~'act1lty Cc)ntacts: Jane Slocum and l.~ynn Harrison
Visiting Writers: B<>bby Ampczzan and Gabrielle ldlet
Blessed House
During the night we used to sneak into our living room.
The sweet smell of vanilla was constandy swt.rling around us,
we would set candles in a large cude and do some small spells.
If you did 1t m the dead of night you had complete silence.
We would do small spells on our dog to make him run around
in cU'cles, then reverse the spell and make somethmg levitate
above the ground. When we heard my mother coming my
fnend and I would hurry, blow out the sweet candles and sneak
back mto my room, then punfy our house.
We always got away with It, the goddess always
Helped us bless the house With the candles burning.

Jennifer Ymds
Frozen
Frozen I am frozen in my own free will to die.
Screammg endlessly into the decrepit night, haunting
the frozen hatred that lives in my soul. For demonic
salvation is the only thing I know. Reach into the
frozen hatred of your soul. For thou art dead without the frozen lies of all eternities.

Matt Calvert
Hope
Not concrse, rough or butchered,
not frozen, burnt or murdered
I pray death's glare comes as a whisper.

SIeven Anderson
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My Boring Life
I can't walk what
a gyp. I hate this Place

Something Called Life

School sucks I wish
I was out teachers
are evil detentton left and nght

The bright hght. Where am I?
This woman cradling me
is this the world? Lord let me go back.

This job reeks
I hate my boss
I'm getttng a new job

Candles, cake, and friends.
Even laud drums coil in around me
oh what a birthday surprise!

I'm getting too old
children are the devil
I wish I was dead

Work dragging around me
to be locked in a gray box
at half past five the door will
open to free me.

My grandkids are
punks I'm gonna
move to Canada

Black wool wraps around me
fiery embers dance below
a man is there, tall, dark, and cute.

There's nothing else
to do I'm gonna
play chicken tn my
wheelcluur don't
know who my children
are

Now that man lays under a stone
blue, yellow, and orange lay by it
something is wrong, it pains my heart.
Doctor man says he cannot fix it
dark angel comes to tango with me
that stone is now my resting place.
Heather &ed

Chns Yates

Memories
Stood looktng at my house surrounded by leaves
suffocated grass
edge of front door
clung to hinges
race halfway across the house
suffocating smell of baktng brownies
surprisingly bypassing T.V.
caught my cat in attic
baked beans plasttc forks for ptcnic
in the empty back yard
Mariah Watkins
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Southside Elementary
Dewitt, AR
Paculty Contacts: Robert Franks
Visiting Writers: Bobby Ampezzan and Adam Prince

To the Blood Cells from the Child
Small blood cells are like juvenile
kids in their school. Beguiled
on other kids. The manatee in
the small river. The small rash
so stiff and strong.

Words
Like a hive of bees the lies
leafed, in the mean cock chased
us down. Babolas dock the hills.

Hoi!J Bazarow

Bailey Simpson

White Heat of the Hailstorm
In the white heat of the hailstorm balls
of ice fall like spring leaves tips sharp as
needles able to slice and rash the skin in one
blow. Not even a fat leathery shield could
withstand the power of the crimson
lightning that falls with it in the white heat of the hailstorm.

Michael 5 heppard
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A Little Green Spider
A litde green spider waited for some food in the
hot sunlight. He caught some, but then it got
loose. The spider was very unhappy. He scratched
his chin and said "boo hoo." Then he waited
again for food.

Devon W"r'D'

Funny Meatball
When my meatball flew
out the window it said goodbye.
As soon as I knew it, he was back
in the pan his skinny litde hand
broke in two and then he
went to heaven and I
said see you soon.

Rustin Eason

How Silly Works
Silly is funny like when someone drops an egg on
your head or when you trip in a mud puddle or
when you make a face. And even though you
sometimes get embarrassed but you make people laugh.
It is only because you want to make someone happy.

MichaelSheppard
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Walker Elementary
Magnolia, AR
Faculty Contact: Valerie Young
~'isiting

Writers: I3obby Ampezzan and A11nalicsc Hoehling

My Sister Washes Her Brain
My mother she
wrestles with
her angehc
picture she
holds on.
Sheer curtains
. .
.
nppmg m a
dry sununer day
holding on she
takes her
needle and
threads it
and never
lets it fall
the minute
it rips she's
always there
to catch it when
it fall she holds
and protects it
she is the one to protect
it when it falls.

Andrea Ferguson

Untitled
I am a watch very
Clear and colorful.
I tell the
People the News
and the war.
I am a t.v.
Because I am a
Desk.

Ahem Smith

My Mother Washes Her Soldiers
Embarrassed feels like cold soda
dripping off your shirt.
When I'm embarrassed I hear
the laughter of people
I taste spaghetti and chocolate milk
Swooshing around in my mouth
I smell hair being burnt by a candle.
I see my shirt color being changed

S haquid Sands
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Ceiling Rodrick Gasto
I am a door
cold and lonely
sometimes I often get a lot of qwvers
when I am touched
people knock on me
and open me up
I never see any thing
I just sit here
dull and gray
you cannot help me
I'm just a door
Oh goodness gracious
I wish I were the floor.

Bullet the Beaver
I am always bored I sometimes
get scared because there
are crashing and
scary noises at
night I am jealous
of one little thing
the pencil sharpener
he always gets attention
at the day time
sometimes I want
to crush him
but I can't because
I'm the Ceiling
kids are always
flickering

Brianna Williams

Myeisha llVatson

Untitled

My friend washes
his romantic bell
it was so clean
that he hung
them up on a
Flower Station
that had a lot
of romantic bells
The bell was so clean that when you
look at it you saw
your own ugly face
the bell was white

Anthony Franklin
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West Fork Elementary
West Fork, AR
r~aculty Contact: Linda Fulton
Visiting Writers: Marissa Fugate and Adam Clay

Hey Man Try This Bacon
Hey, try this tangerine bacon.
It is as pretty as a sunset.
As tasty as a fish. Hey, hey, hey,
try my bacon.

Dog
My dog chases a kid
with a white turtleneck shirt.
My dog got hit in the
head by a walnut.
My dog knocked over a
grease bucket.
My dog was moving in
slow motion.
My dog knocked into a
beehive.
My dog got hit by a
truck.
My dog bit a clown.
My dog bit my little
brother.
My dog stepped
in something gross.
My dog bit the mail

Cameron Tillman

My Dog

My dog's mouth looks like a clam
ready to snap. "No Gi Gi, no biting," I said.
If you were to smell my dog it would
smell rotten. My dog usually explodes
in anger. My dog will eat anything.
If you tell her to stop she'll explode
in anger. I have 1 dog and 2 cats.
One cat likes to lay tn a bucket.

man.
My dog was a good dog.

Tim Bean

Daniel Needham
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The Wacky Poem
The flier burned around like a
dead catfish was laying on the
side of the road
It stank up the room.
They screamed when they saw the dead catfish.
The goldfish woke up
And yelled I want guacamole.
The wife yelled: Well, it stinks
Real bad Bernard.

Bradley Dean
Strep Throat
I woke up to find my strep throat
on the chair.
He was weanng a black suit.
The room smelt like dead fish,
Then he got up,
He started ragmg around,
Then finally left,
He went to the woods
To find another,
And was never seen again.

Things I Don't Know
The girl's family had
departed. Fancy erasers
yelled Come be my witness,
please help!
I was surrounded by a tangerine

Brynnen K.elfy

I was swimming in the lake like an attacking
alligator stank like a rotten
pecan on the stove.

Mrs. Fulton's 2nd Hour class
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Westside Elementary
Greers Ferry, AR
I~aculty Contact: John T. I_Jong
Visiting Writers: Scott Diel and Bobby Ampezzan
Confessions of Tiffany
Honor
When I wake
I eat Oreos
and peanut
butter with
a big glass
of milk on Saturday
morrung
while my
bird, Princess,
is going nuts.
My mom wears
leopard house
shoes; it's true
I stay up way too
late. I just
broke up with
my boyfriend.
It makes me
cry at night
I am short
but proud.

Tiffany Harper

Honor makes you what you
want, like a weight lifter
doing strong things.
A sardine for instance may have honor
and be better than some fish
in the water. China is a place
of honor because it has
the great wall.
Ha~Magness

The Happy Bunny
I am a bunny who likes
to frolic and play. My mother
is getting food. My father left us
when I was only two. I have
22 brothers and sisters. My
paws are covered in blisters.
My youngest sisters and I have
long ears. I also fear coyotes.

Bracfy Verser
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Poem forE
The epilogue is the only thing
I heard for that was the only thing I liked
of the episode.
The leaf was epinasty on the plant.
The plant acted as if it studied
epistemology.
The mad scientist epoxidized
the test subject.
The subject was on equilateral
rectangles.
The scientist moved to the
equator for he failed the test.

At Work
Men at 65 phone
ringing people knocking
on the door boss yelling
get me coffee, horns honking
and children yelling
wife Jealous of me and
I am afraid of her at
night I hear the cricket
cricking neighbors dog
barking as I sleep.

Ben Pearson

Paige Carawqy

Confessions of Ben
I can't drink skim milk because I think it tastes bad.
My mind is
going at all times. I always think
of being in a different situation
than what I'm in right then.
The night before a gigantic math test, numbers race
through my mind. I got gum in
my hair one day and I cut it
out, I didn't tell my mom. I
hope my hair grows back. Every year
I get a stronger glasses prescription.
I believe something is out there
in another world. I also believe
in spirits walking the Earth.
I think my life is great.

Ben Pearson
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White County Central
Judsonia, AR
I~aculty Contact: Janice Stewart
Visiting Writers: Hardin Young and Rc)bby Ampezzan
Are You Bored Commissioner?
Heart of the Hail Storm

Are you bored commissioner,
Weary and dreary tired
And helpless, done and finished
As your duty hes up ahead
Of time as you're up in the heavens
Watching time go by as
Sleep in the sky
Of the heavens above
The earth of the sky.

Charcoal land with ashes anywhere
Shadows coming near
Don't love truth
Cause it doesn't love you
You have an impure soul
That will never live again
Encourage the flame of darkness
So you will have no freedom

Ko11rtney lf/aznwrrght

Sylvia Tqyis

The Stupefied Brain
Once, there was a
Stupefied Brain, as he walked
Into school
He said, "2 nmes 2 = 3.
2 nmes 3 = 2," and the principal
overheard and he
said, "Stupefied brain, 2 times 2=4,
2 nmes 3 = 6, are you stupefied or what?"
He did not answer.

Aspen
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Six Ways of Looking At A Pig
1) The chubby pig reminds people of pork.
2) It's the size of a boat.
3) The farmer needs heart surgery. The pig needs liposucuon.
4) His name is fatty.
5) He eats dogs.
6) A dog is good for him.

Quinton Hambrick

My Dollhouse
In the dark shadowy attic
I stood looking
At an old ragged dollhouse.
Its shingles were torn off.
Its color was brown.
I had fear.
Just looking at it
Made me sick.

Elena Britton

Heart of the Hail Storm
Down the stream my grandfather lay in bed
Although I could see, he was lying there becoming blind
Grandfather has courage, but seems he has fear
It started to storm by the time I got there
He said, "What's happening out there?"
I said, "Everything is going to be all right.
You have the heart of the hail storm."
Kay/a Moore
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Yellville-Summit High School
Yellville, AR
Faculty Contact: Sharon Meyer
Visiting Writers: Tara Bray and Elizabeth Bryer
Mrs. Meyer's Room
Mrs. Meyer's room is a shriveling hippie
cowering in the dusty wind,
greedily craving a reason to diverge.

Sittin on the Porch
Sittin on the porch
playin ·my banjo
look:in into the horizon

It is a bitter, stray kitten
left in the towering, dusty prau:ie grass,
shrieking to be noticed.

sittin on the porch
singin a hymn waitin for the rain to come in

It topples in the gravel,
as a 1982 Ford truck whisks by
loaded with freshly picked pomegranates
headed to the Tuesday market.

sittin on the porch
listenin to the rain hit the rooftop
the smell of kerosene is in the air

It is the elders of Jerusalem
trying to JUdge a crimmal
hung thirty years hence.

sittin on the porch
about to doze off
I hear a train on the track

Carissa Nelson

Josh Jennings

Books
The book that is read with nothing else to do
The book your great grandma gave to you, the one you swore you lost
The book that is read in a quiet jail cell so many times
The book that tells the lustory of the human race
The books the N azlS burned
The book that teaches how to keep a rhythm with your father's old guitar
The book that your fingers have touched every page
The book that tells of Adam & Eve that so many wars have been fought over
The book that is left outside with the wind whipping the pages back and forth
The book that is always there for everyone's pleasure but gets nothing in return.

lea Parton
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Jotty
Mozart's power was over the pen.
When the pen gets left in frost, it feels cold under your fingers.
I crumpled the paper where my pen wrote.
I dazzled them when I dashed my pen across the page.
Fingers buckle after my pen quits working.
The pen no longer has power under tlus roaring ocean.
My mmd's made of stone; the pen's as hard as wood.

Shannon Hickem

Women
The warm sun is absorbed by a woman
A woman sits in the grass
The moonhght shines upon a woman in her sleep
A woman's heart has hardened due to man
A woman's hair fachng m the oust
Timid women with b.tg muscles
A woman's tongue With a hint of mint
Woman in the North under a quilt
The thunder over the river on a woman's consoence
The fire bums as the bullfinch clurps
Wii/AIIen

Losing Yourself in New York
In New York strangers pass, and I hear them all wlusper.
At night the moonstruck saint wanders past home.
Hunched shouldered strangers callmg out your name.
Never again will you cling to grinrung people known as friends.
For they're all gone, you're all alone and wish you were on your porch.
New York is a bitter cockroach clingmg to your words.

Chris Neal
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Visiting Writers
Farida Abla 1s a second-year student in translation and winner of scholarship by Center for
Middle Eastern Studies on campus. She is currendy translating a novel, The Last House by Rabi
Jaber, from Arabic into Enghsh.
Alan Ackmann is a second-year fiction writer from St. Louis.
Bobby Ampezzan grew up in Detroit, MI, before attending Dickinson College, The People's
University of China, Northern Michigan University, and finally the University of Arkansas, where
he earned an MFA 10 creative wnnng.
Tara Bray is a former co-director of WITS. Currendy she resides in Nevada where she manages
the Nevada Arts Councils Tumblewords and Traveling Exhibition program and teaches a class or
two at the llruversity of Nevada, Reno.
Rose Bunch liYes in Fayetteville.
Elizabeth Bryer graduated last year with an MFA in fiction. She lives in Los Angeles.
Adam Clay grew up in Mississippi. He has work in Black Wanior Review, Good Foot, and Insurance.
Stephen Daubs is a second-year fiction writer.
Scott Diellives in Fayetteville.
Marissa Fugate is a second-year fiction writer from Kentucky.
Laura Gray, raised in Scottsboro, Alabama, earned her BA in English and Political Science from
the University of North Alabama, her MAin English from the University of Montevallo, and her
MFA in poetry from the University of Arkansas.
Matt Henriksen has poems in Transcendent Visions, Feelings of the Heart, and Ca/a/oo.
Annaliese Hoehling is working towards an MFA in Translation. She's won two Lily Peter
Fellowships for Translation (2002 and 2003) and is a co-founding editor of the University of
Arkansas' journal PASSPORT: The Arkansas Review of Literary Translation. Her translations from
the Spanish of Patricia Suarez have appeared in The Literary Review and the New Orleans Review.
Gabrielle Idlet grew up in Los Angeles. She served as writer in residence at the Sundance Institute
and wrote for a number of independent film magazines before entering the MFA program at the
University of i\rkansas. She has fiction forthcoming in Nimrod.
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Shannon Jonas is in his secondyear of the poetry program at the U. of A. where he enjqys the misadventures of
''Author" Wzggen, reading poems written in dialect, & avoiding the camera.
Paul Karns graduated in 2003 with an MFA in fiction.
Sandy Longhorn teaches composition and literature at University of Arkansas, Monticello. Her
poetry has appeared recendy in Boulevard, River Styx, Slipstream, Smartish Pace, Hotel Amerika, and
elsewhere.
Bonnie MacPhee is a fiction writer who lives in Massachusetts.
Chris Pappas survied his childhood in Montgomery, Alabama. Now he writes poems.
Nic Pizzolatto is a fiction writer. His work has appeared in The Atlantic Monthfy.
Adam Prince was educated at Vassar and went on to teach English in Korea. He received a Lily
Peter Fellowship in fiction in 2000 and 2002.
Emoke Pulay graduates with an MFA in poetry. She was awarded a Lily Peter Fellowship for 200203. Her poems have appeared in Beloit Poetry Journal and Willow Spn·ngs.
Cherri Randall is currendy working towards the completion of her MFA in poetry and anticipates
graduating in May of 2004. After that she hopes to teach at the university level, and to continue
pursuing publication for her many writing projects. She has published short stories, essays, and
poetry.
Raina Smith is a second-year poet.
Lesley Thacker is a second-year fiction writer.
Tony Tost's first book, Invisible Bride, was selected by CD Wright for the 2003 Walt Whitman
Award. It was published by LSU Press in April of this year. Tost currendy lives in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, and co-edits the on-line magazine Octopus (www.octopusmagazine.com).
Starla Wallick was awarded a Walton Fellowship in translation for 2003-04.
Hardin Young is a fourth-year fiction writer at the University of Arkansas. He received a Walton
Fellowship for 2002-03.
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SCHOOLS VISITED IN 2002-2003
Arch Ford Co-Op
Augusta Elementary
Augusta Elementary Return Trip
Bauxite Junior High and High School
Benton County Juvenile Detention Center
C.B. Partee Elementary
Central Elementary
Cherokee Elementary
Coleman Elementary
Crittenden Arts Co unci I
East Junior High
Forrest City High School
Hughes High School
West Junior High
West Junior High Return Trip
Wonder Junior High
Dermott Public Schools
Dermott Return Trip
Eastside Elementary
Fayetteville High School
Fox Meadow Elementary
G.R. Taylor Elementary
Gary E. Cobb Middle School
George Elementary
Greenbrier High School
Greenbrier Westside Elementary
Hazen High School
Highland Middle School
Highland High School
Joann Walters Elementary
Jonesboro High School
Lee Senior High School
Lockesburg Elementary
Lowell Elementary

Mammoth Spring Elementary
Mammoth Spring High School
Marion Junior High
Norphlet High School
Parkers Chapel High School
Parson Hills Elementary
Ramsey Junior High
Rena Elementary
River Valley Elementary
Scott Elementary
Sheridan Junior High
Southside Elementary
Walker Elementary
West Fork Elementary
Westside Elementary
White County Central
Yellville-Summit High School

